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ABSTRACT
Ring Current Transport and Acceleration in the Inner Magnetosphere
by
Andrew Menz
University of New Hampshire, May, 2019
The transport and acceleration of energetic particles into the magnetosphere during geomagnetic storms energizes and enhances the ring current, the current system in the inner magnetosphere
driven by the pressure gradients of charged particles. The enhancement of this current creates a
disturbance to Earth’s magnetic field. While there have been extensive measurements of the enhanced current, how the particles are transported and accelerated into the ring current is still an
active question. While methods such as direct injection, particle-wave interactions, and radial
diffusion have been proposed to account for the transport and acceleration, enhancement of the
convection electric field during storms has been consistently shown to contribute to the formation
of the storm-time ring current. While during geomagnetically quiet times the ring current consists
of primarily H+ , during storms O+ becomes a major contributor to the ring current, with its contribution increasing with increasing storm strength. Because of the large amount of O+ in the inner
magnetosphere during storms, it has been proposed that there is an inner source of O+ ions or O+
acceleration inside the inner magnetosphere. This dissertation uses Van Allen Probes data combined with modeling to address whether the enhancement of the convection electric field alone,
transporting and accelerating plasma from the magnetotail, is sufficient to explain the observed
enhancements of the ring current during geomagnetic storms and to what extent electric field models are able to reproduce the spectral features observed in the storm-time ring current during large
geomagnetic storms.
Using measurements of both the near-earth plasma sheet source and the ring current itself, we
are able to show the inward adiabatic convection of the plasma sheet into the inner magnetosphere
is sufficient to explain the measurements of the storm-time ring current. We show that there are
multiple effects that can lead to the preferential enhancement of O+ over H+ in the ring current.
xvi

First, the O+ spectrum in the plasma sheet can be steeper than the H+ spectrum leading to a higher
O+ /H+ ratio at low energies. As the population gets accelerated as it moves inward, these lower
energies dominate the energy density. Second, the O+ in the plasma sheet source region is much
more variable than the H+ . Large O+ enhancements, convected inward, can also lead to the O+
dominance. Further, we find the electric field models are unable to reproduce the ion spectral
features during large storms, even after increasing the drivers of the field. We find that additional
changes to the potential patterns is necessary for highly disturbed time periods.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

The Magnetosphere

The solar wind is a supersonic stream of plasma emitted from the surface of the Sun consisting
mainly of protons, electrons, and alpha particles. Embedded in the plasma is a weak interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF) at an angle of roughly 45° to the Earth-Sun line at the location of the Earth.
The solar wind interacts with the Earth’s magnetic field most prominently at the magnetopause,
the point where the flow of the solar wind is diverted around the earth by the boundary of the earth
and the solar wind magnetic fields. The cavity created by Earth’s magnetic field within the solar
wind is known as our magnetosphere, illustrated in figure 1.1.
The earth’s magnetic field is primarily a dipole magnetic field. The interaction of the solar
wind at the bow shock and flowing around the magnetosphere compresses Earth’s magnetic field
on the dayside, the side of earth that faces the sun, and stretches the field on the nightside along
the motion of the solar wind.
Inside geosynchronous orbit, ∼ 6.6 earth radii (RE ), the magnetosphere is mostly dipolar.
At further distances down the magnetotail, the magnetic field is stretched, with the northern and
southern field lines in a nearly parallel arrangement. The tail lobes describe the region of low
density plasma furthest away from the equator. At the interface of the two tail lobes is a boundary
layer where the magnetic field is weakened and ions and electrons are no longer strongly bound to
the magnetic field lines. This equatorial region of the magnetotail is called the plasma sheet, and
consists of a higher density plasma than the surrounding low-density lobes and closed field lines.
The interaction between the Solar wind and the Earth’s magnetosphere drives a process where
magnetic field lines from the dayside are transported to the nightside. This idea was first proposed
1

Figure 1.1: The Earth’s magnetosphere. From
www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/sunearth/multimedia/magnetosphere

by Dungey (1961). After the discovery of the solar wind magnetic field, a simple calculation using
a dipole field and a solar wind with a southward magnetic field moving around the dipole in a
smooth MHD flow allowed for a basic understanding of this process. Figure (1.2) shows a basic
outline of this idea. The southward solar wind magnetic field lines connect to the outer-most field
lines of Earth’s dipole and are transported tailward. The solar wind field lines eventually reconnect
far down the tail far past the dipole structure of the Earth’s magnetosphere, and the northern and
southern field lines disconnect from the solar wind magnetic field and reconnect to each other. This
process due to reconnection is called the Dungey cycle. It results in the transport of both energy
and plasma from the solar wind into the magnetosphere.
The location of field line reconnection in the tail is known as the neutral line or x-line. Here,
the magnetic field creates an ‘x’ shape, where the magnetospheric field lines reconnect on the
earthward side, becoming more dipolar as they transition from open to closed field lines. On the
other side of the ‘x’, the solar wind field lines reconnect, and are carried away from the earth where
they return to the southward orientation of the solar wind magnetic field.
2

Figure 1.2: Simple diagram of interplanetary
plasma flow. From: Dungey (1961)

1.2

The Plasma Sheet

The plasma sheet is the equatorial region of Earth’s magnetotail between the north and south lobes.
It contains two regions: the central plasma sheet where the ratio of the plasma and magnetic
pressure (plasma β) is high, and the boundary layer, which acts as a transition region between
the central plasma sheet and the low density lobes (β « 1). The central plasma sheet consists of
ions and electrons with averages densities around 0.3-0.4 cm−3 . Ion and electron temperatures
are strongly correlated at Ti /Te ∼ 7, with ion temperatures of several keV. (Baumjohann et al.,
1989). With increased geomagnetic activity the flow speeds increase slightly, the ion temperature
increases by a factor ∼ 3, and the density increases only in the near-earth region (Baumjohann
et al., 1990). While the general flow of the plasma sheet is slow, plasma is periodically transported
with ‘bursty bulk flows’ (BBFs) at velocities over 400 km/s.
The plasma sheet is an important source of plasma for the inner magnetosphere, the region
close to the earth with a mostly dipole field. The inner edge of the plasma sheet is defined by the
transition from plasma flowing earthward from the tail and the trapped plasma close to the earth.
3

The boundary between the the trapped plasma and the plasma sheet is known as the Alfvén layer,
and particles from the plasma sheet generally do not have access inside this region. However,
during geomagnetically active times, this layer shrinks, and particles gain access to regions closer
to the earth. As the geomagnetic activity ends and the Alfvén layer moves out radially, particles
from the plasma sheet are trapped in the region, energizing the inner magnetosphere (e.g. (Wang
et al., 2008). Particles can further gain access to the inner magnetosphere through bursty motion,
where particles are injected directly into the inner magnetosphere (e.g. Dubyagin et al. (2011);
Gkioulidou et al. (2014)) .

1.3

Geomagnetic Storms

Solar activity, such as coronal mass ejections and stream interactions (see Jian et al. (2006a,b)),
cause disturbances in the interplanetary plasma and fields. Streaming interaction regions (SIRs)
are the result of compressions in the solar magnetic field which overtake the slower solar wind
plasma as they propagate away from the Sun. The result of this process is a faster region of
plasma that gradually slows down as it propagates, heating the the surrounding plasma. As the
region encounters Earth’s magnetosphere, a sharp change in the solar wind density, velocity and
magnetic field is encountered. These disturbed conditions persist for upwards of 24 hours as the
disturbed plasma flows by the Earth. Coronal mass ejections are the result of large amounts of
material being ejected from the Sun. These ejections often have a leading shock wave. Because the
density enhancement of a CME is less apparent when it encounters the Earth, they are differentiated
from SIR’s by their increased and rotating magnetic fields and decreased solar wind speeds and
ion and electron temperatures. Periods where the Earth’s magnetosphere is subjected to these
disturbed conditions are known as geomagnetic storms. During geomagnetic storms the solar
wind velocity and magnetic field are enhanced, and the IMF angle is more southward. The main
driver of magnetospheric enhancement is the magnetic reconnection due to the southward IMF.
This leads to the transport of magnetic field lines and associated plasma from the dayside to the
nightside, enhancing the solar wind electric field which penetrates into the magnetosphere.
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1.4

Substorms

Magnetospheric substorms are periods of magnetospheric activity associated with magnetospheric
reconnection, the process where open field lines in the tail reconnect to a closed configuration and
are transported earthward. There are three phases of a substorm: expansion, onset, and recovery.
The expansion phases is associated with stretching of the tail and thinning of the plasma sheet. At
substorm onset, reconnection is triggered in the tail and the field is reconfigured from a stretched
orientation back to the more dipolar structure. These reconfigurations reconfigurations are associated with large increases in electric field (Aggson et al., 1983) and dispersionless acceleration of
high energy ions and electrons. While there have been numerous observations of these enhancements in the tail (McPherron et al., 1973; Ohtani et al., 1992), these enhancements are rarely seen
in the inner magnetosphere (see Nosé et al. (2016)).

1.5
1.5.1

Particle Motion
Particle Motion in a Magnetic Field

The motion of a particle with mass m and charge q moving in a magnetic field is described by
the Lorentz force as:
FL = q(E + v × B)
The total force on a particle in a magnetic field can then be written as:

m dv/dt = qE + qv × B + Fg

where Fg represents outside forces, such as gravity. If we neglect non-magnetic forces (a common
assumption when dealing with space plasmas), assume the magnetic field in the z direction, and
no external electric field, we can simplify this equation to:

dvx /dt = −

5

qB
vy
m

dvy /dt =

qB
vx
m

through substitution we can solve that

d2 vi /dt2 = −(qB/m)2 vi
where i = x, y
These equations describe circular motion in the x-y plane with a gyrofrequency ω = qB/m.
Thus, in this simple case the motion of the particle is constant along the field line in z, and cyclical
in the x-y plane with a frequency f = ω/2π. We can then define the gyroradius, ρg , of the motion
perpendicular to the field line as a function of the velocity in the x-y plane as:

2πρg = 2πv⊥ /ω
ρg = mv⊥ /|q|B
1.5.2

The First Adiabatic Invariant

The magnetic moment, µ, of a particle is defined as

µ = W⊥ /B
We can define the change in the perpendicular energy of a particle as
dB
dµ
dW⊥
=µ
+B
dt
dt
dt
In the absence of electric fields, the particle only gyrates along the field line. If the magnetic
field does not change in time, then dB/dt = vk dB/ds. From Baumjohann and Treumann (2012),
the force on a particle due to a gradient in the magnetic field is

F∇B = −µ∇B
If we take the parallel component of the gradient force, we get
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m

dvk
= −µ∇k B = −µdB/ds
dt

If we multiply the left hand side by vk and the right by the equivalent ds/dt we get
dWk
dB
= −µ
dt
dt
because there are no outside forces, the total energy is conserved and thus
dW
=0
dt
dWk dW⊥
+
=0
dt
dt

−µ

dB
dB
dµ
+µ
+B
=0
dt
dt
dt

B

dµ
=0
dt

thus, the magnetic moment, µ is a conserved quantity given that the magnetic field does not change.
However, Faraday’s Law states that
δB
= −∇ × E
δt
Thus, when the magnetic field changes, there is an electric field induced that energizes the particle
due to the change in magnetic field strength. If we take the dot product of v⊥ with our Lorentz
equation, we get
dW⊥
= q(E · v⊥ )
dt
We can calculate the change in energy over one gyroperiod with

7

2π/ωg

Z

q(E · v⊥ )dt

∆W⊥ =
0

I
E · ds

∆W⊥ = q
c

We can use Stokes’ theorem to change the integral to a surface integral of the form

∆W⊥ = q

x

(∇ × E) · dS

S

Using Gauss’ Law

∆W⊥ = q

x
S

−

dB
· dS
dt

If the magnetic field changes slowly compared to the gyroperiod, we can approximate
∆B
ωg ∆B
dB
=
=
dt
∆t
2π
where ∆B is the average change in B over the gyroperiod. Thus

∆W⊥ = q

∆W⊥ =

ωg ∆B
(πρ2g )
2π

q 2 B ∆B
(2mW⊥ /q 2 B 2 )
m 2

∆W⊥ = µ∆B
Thus, we see that the magnetic moment, µ, is conserved as long as the fields change slowly compared to the gyroperiod. Thus, the magnetic moment is known as the first adiabatic invariant.
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1.5.3

The Dipole Field

The Earth’s magnetic field can be approximated with a simple dipole magnetic field. The dipole
magnetic field as a function of the Earth’s magnetic moment, ME , radius, r, and magnetic latitude,
λ, can be expressed as

B=

µ0 ME
(−2 sin(λ)r̂ + cos(λ)λ̂)
4πr3

and the strength of the magnetic field can be expressed as

B=

µ0 ME
(1 + 3 sin2 (λ))1/2
3
4πr

The Earth’s magnetic field is commonly visualized in terms of magnetic field lines. An element
of the field line can be defined as the path along which the particle experiences no force, which can
expressed as

ds × B = 0
In our magnetic coordinate system, this can be expressed as
rdλ
dr
=
Br
bλ
using the equation for our dipole field, this simplifies to
dr
2 sin(λ)dλ
=
r
cos(λ)
dr
2d(cos λ)dλ
=
r
cos(λ)

r = A cos2 (λ)
where A is a constant of integration. By setting λ = 0, we can solve that A is equal the the radial
distance at the equator. Thus, the equation of a field line in a dipole field can expressed as
9

r = req cos2 (λ)
and an element along the field line can be expressed as

ds2 = dr2 + r2 dλ2
Using previous equations, we can solve for how the arc length changes with magnetic latitude
p
ds
= req cos(λ) 1 + 3sin2 (λ)
dλ
and by integrating this formula, we can calculate the length of a given field field line as a function
of its equatorial radius.
The distance, in Earth radii, that a field line intersects the magnetic equator is referred to as
the L-shell or L-value, defined as L = req /RE and is a convenient way to characterize a given
magnetic field line. The magnetic field strength at the surface of the Earth can be expressed as
3
BE = µ0 ME /(4πRE
). Using these two quantities, the magnetic field strength can be more simply

expressed as
BE
B= 3
L

p
(1 + 3sin2 (λ))
cos6 (λ)

Further, we can now calculate the latitude at which a given field line reaches the surface of the
Earth as

cos2 (λE ) =

1.5.4

1
L

Bounce Motion

We have shown that as a charged particle travels in a magnetic field, the first adiabatic invariant,
µ = W⊥ /B is conserved for processes on time scales much longer than the gyroperiod. Because,
in general, the change in magnetic field strength along a field line changes slowly on the time scale
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of a gyroperiod, the first adiabatic is conserved with this motion. We have previously derived the
magnetic field strength along a field lines changes as
BE
B= 3
L

p
(1 + 3sin2 (λ))
cos6 (λ)

We can then define the ratio of the magnetic field strength anywhere on the field line to the strength
at the equator as
B
=
Beq

p
(1 + 3sin2 (λ))
cos6 (λ)

We can write the conservation of the first adiabatic in terms of the equatorial quantities as

µ=

W⊥
W⊥eq
=
B
Beq

The magnetic field strength is at a minimum at the equator, and as a particle moves along
a field line away from the equator it encounters increasingly stronger magnetic field strength.
As the magnetic field strength increases along the field line, the perpendicular energy must also
increase in order to conserve the first adiabat. Because the total energy of the particle, W =
W⊥ + Wk , is conserved, any change in the perpendicular energy must be reflected in a equal
change in the parallel energy. Thus, a particle travels along the field line the magnitude of its
velocity is unchanged, but the angle of the velocity vector in respect to the field line must change
as the strength of the magnetic field increases or decreases in order to conserve the first adiabat.
This angle between a particle’s velocity and the field line is known as the pitch angle, α. We can
now express the first adiabatic invariant in these terms as

µ=

W sin2 (α)
B

Because the perpendicular energy cannot exceed the total energy of the particle, there is a
maximum magnetic field strength that the particle can travel to. At this point the pitch angle is
90 °, and the particle’s motion is perpendicular to the field. At this location, known as the mirror
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point, the particle is reflected back towards the equator to weaker magnetic field. If we know a
particle’s pitch angle at the equator, we can then calculate the magnetic latitude of the mirror point,
λm as

sin2 (αeq ) =

cos6 (λm )
Beq
=p
B
(1 + 3sin2 (λm ))

Thus, in a dipole magnetic field a particle’s motion perpendicular to the field line is this
’bounce’ motion, where it travels along the field line until reflect at the mirror points.
1.5.5

Particle Motion in Magnetic and Electric Fields

In the presence of electric fields, the basic gyromotion is modified. Firstly, any electric field
parallel to the magnetic field accelerates particles along the field line. In the presence of a plasma,
the much more mobile electrons quickly move to short out these electric fields. Thus, parallel
electric fields are unlikely to develop. Perpendicular electric fields modify the circular trajectory in
the x-y plane. As the particle travels in the direction of the electric field, it is energized, increasing
its gyroradius. As the particle moves against the field, it is slowed down, decreasing its gyroradius.
The net result of the perpendicular field is that the point in the x-y plane which the particle gyrates
around, termed the guiding center, has a net displacement perpendicular to both the magnetic field
and the electric field. These magnetic drifts can be characterized by a drift velocity of the guiding
center of
vd = E × B/B 2

(1.1)

Further, any force that acts upon the particle can be classified with a drift

vd = F × B/qB 2
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(1.2)

1.5.6

Electric Field Drifts in the Inner Magnetosphere

There are two large scale electric fields in the inner magnetosphere. The co-rotation electric
field is caused by the rotation of the earth dragging the magnetic field with it. The force can be
quantified as

Eco = −(ωE × r) × B
where ωE is the angular velocity of Earth’s rotation. If we assume a dipole magnetic field in the
equatorial plane, we can use B = BE (Re/r)3 where BE is the magnetic field strength at the
surface of the earth. The resulting electric field is then

3
Eco = −ωE BE RE
/r2 r̂

We can then integrate to determine the electric potential

3
Φco = −ωE BE RE
/r

The other electric field is the convection electric field. This electric field is generated due
to the motion of the solar wind along Earth’s magnetosphere, and thus increases with increased
solar wind velocity and magnetic field. The field can most simply be approximated as a constant
dawn-dusk field of the form

Econv = −E0 ŷ
and the potential can be written

Φconv = −E0 r sin(φ)
However, Volland (1973) derived a shielding factor, γ , needed to match observations of the polar
cap. Because of this effect, the potential can be expressed as
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Φconv = −E0 rγ sin(φ)
1.5.7

Gradient and Curvature Drifts

In the inner magnetosphere, the magnetic field strength varies spatially. Thus, as a particle
gyrates, the gyroradius varies due to changing magnetic field strength perpendicular to the field
line. This results in a gradient drift of the form:
1 2
v∇B = mv⊥
B × ∇B/qB 3
2
As particles drift up and down the curved dipole field lines, there is a centripetal force on
the particle perpendicular to the field line. The radius of curvature of the magnetic field can be
described as
n̂
= −(b̂ · ∇)b̂
Rc
where b̂ = B/B and n̂ is the unit vector normal to the curvature of the field line. The centripetal
force normal to the field line curvature is Fc = mvk2 /Rc n̂. Inserting this force into equation (2)
results in a drift due to the curvature of the field line of
mvk2 B × n̂
vc =
Rc qB 2
The E × B drifts discussed in the earlier chapter are functions solely of the field strength, and
thus both electrons and ions have identical drifts. The gradient and curvature drifts depend not
only on the field, but also on the energy and charge of the particle. Thus, electrons and ions drift
in opposite directions. These drifts can be combined as a gradient-curvature drift as
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vgc =

2
2
m vk
v⊥
B
×
n̂
+
B × ∇B)
(
qB 2 Rc
2B

2
m vk
v2
B
vgc = − ( n̂ + ⊥ ∇B) × 2
q Rc
2B
B
v2

In this form we can see this drift acts identical to an E × B drift with E = − mq ( Rkc n̂ +

2
v⊥
∇B).
2B

For equatorial particles (v⊥ >> vk ) we can effectively ignore the curvature drift and assume the
dominant energy-based drift is the gradient drift. We can write the potential due to this effect as
2
mv⊥
∇B dr
2qB

Z
Φ∇B =

For equatorial particles the magnetic field can be approximated as B = B0 /r3 and thus
∇B = −3B/r. This results in a potential of
Z
Φ∇B = −

3W⊥ B
dr
qBr

because the relative change in the fields are slow compared to the gyroperiod, the first adiabatic,
µ = W⊥ /B, is a conserved quantity. Thus, we can write this potential as
Z

3µB
dr
qr

Z

3µB0
dr
qr4

Φ∇B = −

Φ∇B = −

Φ∇B =

1.5.8

µB
q

Particle Motion in the Inner Magnetosphere

The full potential in the equatorial plane of the inner magnetosphere can now be written as
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Figure 1.3: Example particle drift paths for low energy ions and electrons. from: Baumjohann and
Treumann (1997)

Φtotal = Φgc + Φcorot + Φconv
For equatorial particles, this simplifies to

Φtotal =

3
µBE RE
3
− ωE BE RE
/r − E0 rγ sin(φ)
qr3

and the total drift motion can now be written as

vd = −∇Φtotal ×

B
B2

For low energy particles (< ∼ 1 keV) the gradient drift is small, and can be effectively ignored.
The drift motion is then dominated by the convection and corotation fields. Due to the radial
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Figure 1.4: Example particle drift paths for low energy ions and electrons. from: Baumjohann and
Treumann (1997)

dependancies, the corotation drift dominates close to the earth, while further out particles drift
sunward due to convection. Figure 1.3 shows an example of this motion. Most of the plasma
flows sunward and around the Earth on open drift paths. Close to the earth, there is a region where
plasma is trapped by the corotation field on closed drift paths. This region of trapped, cold plasma
is known as the plasmapause.
For sufficiently high energy particles (> ∼ 100 keV), the gradient drift dominates. While the
gradient drift isn’t explicitly dependent on radial distance, as particles travel closer to the Earth
to stronger magnetic fields, they are energized due to conservation of the first adiabat, and thus
this drift becomes stronger closer to the Earth. Because the gradient drift is charge dependent,
as particles drift close to the earth the electrons travel eastward while the high energy ions drift
westward.
For a middle range of energies, the ion gradient and corotation drifts have a comparable magnitude, and the convection electric field is able to have additional influence in the inner magnetosphere. Because this drift is mostly earthward to stronger magnetic fields, the ions are energized
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due to the conservation of the first adiabat. Once the ions are sufficiently energized, the gradient
drift dominates and they travel westward. This intermediate range of ions make-up the partial ring
current, only partially adding to the ring current as they drift around the night and dusk sides of the
earth.

1.6

The Ring Current

The idea of a westward current that could provide a magnetic disturbance in the horizontal component of Earth’s magnetic field was proposed even before the era of space flight (Singer, 1957). The
ring current can be described by a toroidal current of varying density from 2-9 RE . During quiet
times, this current is on average around 1-4 nA/m2 with peak values of 4-8 nA/m2 over the range
L = 3.5-7 (Lui and Hamilton, 1992). During during geomagnetic storms, this current increases
severalfold (e.g. Lui et al. (1987)). As first derived by Parker (1957), the current that arises from
the drift, gyration, and bounce motion of particles in the magnetosphere can expressed in terms of
the particle pressure as

j=

P⊥ − Pk
B
× (∇P⊥ +
(B · ∇)B)
2
B
B2

Thus, the ring current in the inner magnetosphere is driven by the gradients in the perpendicular
pressure and the pressure anisotropy. For a mostly isotropic plasma, measuring the perpendicular
pressure of ring current particles is sufficient to measure the ring current. Because of the dependence on the particle pressures in the inner magnetosphere, only ions with energies greater than
∼ 10 keV significantly contribute to the ring current (Williams, 1987). Because electrons have a
relatively low energy density, they contribute little to the ring current. In a study of the 50 moderate
storms, Zhao et al. (2016) found electrons to account for around 1-6% of the ring current energy.
Dessler and Parker (1959) and Sckopke (1966) showed that the disturbance of the equatorial
magnetic field, ∆B, is proportional to the total energy, E, of the ring current, in the form
2E
∆B
=
B0
3Em
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Figure 1.5: Dst index during a large geomagnetic storm

Where B0 is the average surface magnetic field strength at the magnetic equator, and Em is the
energy of the Earth’s magnetic field.
The Dst index is the measurement of the magnetic disturbance of the H-component of the
magnetic field as measured by 4 near-equatorial magnetic observatories around the Earth. Because
of the direct correlation of the energy content of the ring current with this magnetic depression, it
is used as a way to measure the intensity of the ring current. Because of the ring current response
to geomagnetic disturbances, the Dst index is often used to characterize the relative strength of
geomagnetic storms. The Dst index during a large storm is shown in figure 1.5. A Dst value of
0 corresponds to no disturbance in the magnetosphere. At storm commencement there is a often
an increase in the Dst index, a feature associated with the shock of CME driven storms. During
the main phase of a storm, the IMF Bz turns south and the Dst index decreases, indicating that the
ring current strength is increasing. During the recovery phase of the storm (just before March 18th
in the figure) the IMF turns back northward, and the Dst slowly increases as the magnetosphere
returns to its pre-storm state.
1.6.1

O+ in the Ring Current

The origin of all magnetospheric particles was first thought to be the solar wind until the discovery of high mass per charge (M/q) ions in the inner magnetosphere by Shelley et al. (1972).
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Because the solar wind does not contain a significant amount of O+ , the ions were assumed to be
of an ionospheric source. Further missions confirmed the existence of heavy ions in the magnetosphere, but measurements were lacking for the main ring current energies of 10-500 keV (Williams,
1981). The Charge Composition Explorer (CCE), part of the Active Magnetosphere Particle Explorers (AMPTE) mission (Krimigis et al., 1982) was the first mission to measure the composition
of the ring current at ring current energies. With this new data, the full energy density of the ring
current was able to be measured (Williams, 1987). Daglis et al. (1993) showed that while heavy
ions contributed relatively little to the energy density of the quiet time ring current, during geomagnetically active times the contribution of O+ increased dramatically. Further, it was shown
that the bulk of the energy density was contained within the energy range of 10-500 keV, with H+
dominating the ring current. However, during a particularly large storm, Hamilton et al. (1988)
showed that O+ contribution to the ring current continuously increased during the storm, eventually dominating the energy density over H+ . The CRRES mission, with instrumentation similar to
AMPTE/CCE, provided more ring current measurement during a period of greater solar activity
and more large storms. Daglis et al. (1999) showed a relationship between the sharp decline in Dst
and the increase in the O+ contribution to the ring current. Further measurements showed a direct
correlation between the strength of geomagnetic storms and the O+ /H+ energy density ratio (see,
Keika et al. (2013)).
That O+ can provide the dominant energy density for large storms has been a puzzle. While
there is O+ in the plasma sheet, it is rarely the dominant species there. Thus it has not been clear if
the O+ in the ring current comes solely from the plasma sheet, or whether an inner source of O+ ,
or preferential acceleration of O+ in the inner magnetosphere, is required to form the storm-time
ring current.
1.6.2

The Source of the Ring Current

The direct source of the ring current is the plasma sheet. While H+ comes from both solar
wind and ionospheric sources, the ionosphere is the source of essentially all the O+ in the plasma
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sheet. A source of 1025 − 1026 particles/s is necessary to sustain the plasma sheet (Hill, 1974).
With a solar wind incident of 1029 particles/s on the magnetosphere, access of .1-1% of solar wind
particles to the plasma sheet would be necessary. Chappell et al. (1987) determined that the outflow
of particles from the ionosphere was also a sufficient source to supply all the inner magnetospheric
plasma. However, not all ions that leave the ionosphere reach the plasma sheet. Measurements of
the far tail (> 200 RE ) (Christon et al., 1996) and near tail (15-50 RE ) (Terasawa et al., 1997) have
shown the importance of the solar wind source.
O+ ions have access to the plasma sheet in two distinct ways. The ‘cleft ion fountain” (Lockwood et al., 1985) is a process where ions are accelerated in the cusp (cleft) region of the magnetosphere and convected over the polar cap. This process creates a velocity filter effect (Horwitz and
Lockwood, 1985; Chappell et al., 1987) which seperates particles by mass and energy where more
energetic and lighter ions travel further down the tail. Because of this separation, the outflowing
ions are observed as mono-energetic beams. Because this process requires a certain convection
strength, these ions are mainly seen during disturbed times (Kp > 4), however measurements of
once undetectable low energy ions (Engwall et al., 2009) suggest that there is a low energy outflow
persistent through quiet times. The outflow has been shown to be correlated with both the solar
wind dynamic pressure and the solar wind electric field(Elliott et al., 2001; Cully et al., 2003),
showing the outflow increases during geomagnetic storms.
O+ ions also have direct access from the nightside aurora, which has been shown to be a
significant source of ion outflow (Yau and André, 1997). Daglis and Axford (1996) showed a fast
response of ionospheric ions during periods of enhanced auroral electrojets (measured with the AE
index), which are associated with the expansion and growth phases of substorms. Observation of
auroral outflow have been linked to increased O+ in the inner magnetosphere (Gazey et al., 1996)
and shown to be a viable inner magnetospheric source of O+ (McFadden et al., 2013). Kistler et al.
(2010) and Kistler et al. (2016) showed the importance of the cusp source, but whether a nightside
auroral source is an important source of plasma sheet O+ has not been established.
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The plasma sheet ions that convect inward to form the ring current are at energies >1 keV(Kistler
et al., 2016). While ions enter the plasma sheet at relatively low energies, they first need to be accelerated in the plasma sheet to become the source for the ring current. They are accelerated by
various processes in the plasma sheet. The simplest method is the Speiser orbit (Speiser, 1965)
where particle are accelerated by the ExB drift while traveling along a neutral sheet. While there
is convective flow in the tail, observations have found fast transport on the scale of a few minutes
in high speed regions known as bursty bulk flows (BBFs) (Baumjohann et al., 1990; Angelopoulos
et al., 1992). This transport is associated with the earthward side of reconnection, and as such
these flows carry a sharp increase in Bz , known as a dipolarization front (Russell and McPherron,
1973). These structures are generally thought to be unable to penetrate the inner magnetosphere,
deflected at the braking region around X = 8-10 Re (Takada et al., 2006; McPherron et al., 2011).
However, these flows can transport with them “plasma bubbles” (Pontius and Wolf, 1990), pockets
of plasma with much lower entropy than the surrounding plasma. These bubbles penetrate into the
inner magnetosphere until they encounter a region with equivalent entropy, where they dissipate
into the surrounding plasma(Dubyagin et al., 2011; Sergeev et al., 2012). Thus, during geomagnetically active times where the field is stretched, these bubbles are able to penetrate deeper into
the magnetosphere. Simulation results have shown that inclusion of these plasma bubbles better
recreate the observed ring current, however, that penetration of the bubbles inside geosynchronous
orbit is not necessary. (Yang et al., 2016).

1.7

Energization of the Ring Current

During geomagnetic storms, plasma is energized and transported from the plasma sheet to the inner
magnetosphere, resulting in the enhancement of the ring current. However, how these particles are
energized and transported into the inner magnetosphere, and whether this plasma sheet source is
sufficient to explain the observed composition changes, isn’t fully known. Lyons and Williams
(1980), using all ion data from Explorer 4, first showed that the increase in flux at L < 4 can be
accounted for by a displacement of the pre-storm population by 1-3 RE . Wang et al. (2008) was
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able to reproduce this result using THEMIS’s all ion data. Using ion composition data from the
medium energy particle analyzer on CCE, Lui (1993) found that the flux increase at L< 5 can be
accounted for by an inward displacement of the ring current population by .5-3.5 RE and that this
effect was not dependent on the mass or charge of the particles.
Continuous inward adiabatic transport from the plasma sheet to the inner magnetosphere has
been shown to be a major contributor to the pressure build up (Axford, 1969; Lui, 1993; Wolf et al.,
1997). Particles are driven earthward by an enhanced duskward electric field imposed across the
magnetotail when there is a strong southward IMF. The gradient-curvature drifts drive the more
energetic ions westward, creating a dusk side enhancement. A statistical study by Lui (2003) using
AMPTE/CCE data for O+ and H+ from L = 2-9 showed that during high Kp there is an asymmetrical ring current with pressure enhancements in the night and dusk regions and a depression
around noon. This observed pressure distribution suggests that convection plays a significant role
in building the ring current.
While convection has been shown to have a substantial effect on the ring current, there are other
proposed enhancement mechanisms whose contributions aren’t fully understood. Substorm injections are frequently observed around midnight during storms. These appear as sudden increases in
the hot plasma energy spectrum. Fok et al. (1996) simulated the ring current with substorm injections and concluded that they are not efficient for building up the ring current. Fok et al. (1999),
after revising their model, looked at two substorms, one with and one without strong convection
enhancements. Their results show the substorms have little effect on the Dst with weak convection
and almost no effect when strong convection is included. Recently, Yang et al. (2016) showed
through simulation that while injections play an important role in transporting plasma from the
tail, they have little effect inside geosynchronous orbit. They concluded that injections are important for energizing the source population, but convection alone can account for transporting ions
from the near earth plasma sheet to the inner magnetosphere. However, Gkioulidou et al. (2014)
suggested that injections could contribute up to 30% of the ring current energy.
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Because of the fluctuating electric and magnetic fields during storms, radial diffusion has also
been proposed to account for the ring current build up. Chen et al. (1997) modeled this effect using
electric potential variations with a mean of 200 kV and 50 kV standard deviations and found that
proton energy density increased by a factor of only three after three hours from onset and by a
factor of five after 12 hours. They concluded that this process requires an increase in the phase
space density of the source population to account for the enhancements. While this method does
correctly predict a peak in the energy density at L = 2.5-3.0, it also produces a symmetric ring
current.
Measurements of the inner magnetosphere have shown a cold O+ population next to the plasmapause (Chappell, 1982; Horwitz et al., 1984). While the energy of this O+ is too low to impact
the ring current, if it could be accelerated to energies > 10 keV it could directly contribute to the
ring current. Local acceleration methods, such as interaction with electromagnetic ion cyclotron
(EMIC) waves (Thorne and Horne, 1997) or drift bounce resonance with ultra low frequency (ULF)
waves (Yang et al., 2011), have been proposed as a way of energizing this low energy plasma and
contributing to the large O+ enhancements during geomagnetic storms.

1.8

Electric Field Models

An enhancement in the electric field is the critical component that brings more plasma into the
inner magnetosphere during geomagnetic storms. A first attempt at modeling the electric field in
the inner magnetosphere was developed by Volland (1973) and Stern (1975). An analytic form of
the electric potential was made to fit observations of the plasmapause and the ionospheric electric
field. This resulted in an electric field that was weaker closer to the earth. Maynard and Chen
(1975) parameterized the strength of the Volland-Stern field based on the Kp index, a 3-hour index
measuring geomagnetic activity. Kistler et al. (1989) compared drift features of the Volland-Stern
electric field with a AMPTE/CHEM data and found a shielding factor of 2 and a rotation eastward
by 2 MLT best fit the observed features. Jordanova et al. (1999) and Ebihara and Ejiri (2000) have
introduced parametrization of the model based on solar wind conditions. Because of the analytical
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form of the Volland-Stern potential and its parameterization with geomagnetic indexes, it has been
a popular choice for ring current models (Fok et al., 1993; Chen et al., 1994; Jordanova et al.,
1996). These models have been relatively successful using a dipole magnetic field and a modified
Volland-Stern electric field to reproduce the observed ring current. Liemohn and Jazowski (2008)
simulated 90 storms using a Kp-dependent Volland-Stern electric field and found that the electric
field did a poor job at Kp >7 and for storms with minimum Dst < -75.
Rowland and Wygant (1998), using CRRES electric field data, performed an analysis of the
dependence of the inner magnetosphere electric field on Kp, an indicator of geomagnetic activity.
While the study was limited to the night and dusk side, they found a peak in the electric field that
intensified and moved earthward with increasing Kp. This was in contrast to the Volland Stern
electric field where the magnitude always decreases with decreasing radial distance. They did not
create an empirical model with this data, but it was a clear indication that more work needed to be
done to understand the storm-time electric field.
Weimer (1996) developed an empirical model for the ionospheric electric potential based on
electric field measurements from the DE-2 satellite. A spherical harmonic fit was performed on the
data to produce an ionospheric potential based on solar wind IMF, dipole tilt angle, and solar wind
velocity. These ionospheric potentials can then be mapped to the equatorial inner magnetosphere,
providing an electric field. Kistler and Larson (2000) and Kistler et al. (1999) found that the
Weimer 96 electric field better represented the losses and spectral features over a Volland Stern
electric field. Ferradas et al. (2018) used the Weimer 1996 model combined with a dipole magnetic
field to model the energy spectra changes from pre-storm through the main and recovery phase and
found excellent qualitative agreement between the observed spectral features as the inner edge of
the plasma sheet transitioned from having multiple noses to having enhanced, single noses and
then back to multiple noses. While the qualitative agreement was good, the exact energies and
L-values of the features were not identical.
Weimer revised their model to include substorm enhancement measured by the AL index
(Weimer, 2001). Angelopoulos et al. (2002) simulated the same storm as Kistler et al. (1999)
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using the Volland-Stern and different versions of the Weimer model. They found that the best fit
was obtained using a Weimer 2001 electric field modified to incorporate inductive fields. However,
none of the models was able to reproduce the L-dependence of some features in the spectra.
Matsui et al. (2008, 2013) developed an empirical inner magnetosphere electric field model
(UNH-IMEF) based on electric field measurements from the Cluster spacecraft. Inside of Cluster’s
perigee (L 4) the model uses data from ground radar and low altitude spacecraft in order to extend
the coverage of the model down to L = 2. The model divides the electric field data in to several
ranges using the interplanetary electric field (IEF) as measured by ACE. Through interpolation and
extrapolation, the model provides an electric field for any discrete IEF value. So far, this model
has not been used to simulate ion trajectories.

1.9

Motivation

While much has been learned about the formation of the ring current, there are still some outstanding questions. The Van Allen Probes mission provides the ideal data set to finally resolve
these issues.While adiabatic inward transport due to the enhancement of the convection electric
field has been shown to be a significant acceleration method for the storm-time ring current, a recent study using data from the Van Allen Probes mission (Gkioulidou et al., 2014) estimated that
proton injections penetrating into the inner magnetosphere can explain ∼ 30% of the ring current
enhancement during the March 17, 2013 storm. Using the Van Allen Probes we will identify and
test the role of convection in the build-up of the storm time ring current and determine whether an
additional source, such as injections, is necessary to explain the enhancements. Further, because
of the Van Allen Probes measurement of the O+ ring current population, we can test whether adiabatic convection can explain the large O+ ring current contributions observed during large storms
or if local acceleration or an inner magnetospheric source of O+ is necessary. To address these
questions, we will combine observations of two storms with modeling to determine if inward drift
in an enhanced electric field can explain the observed ion access and acceleration in the inner
magnetosphere during the storm main phase.
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CHAPTER 2
THE VAN ALLEN PROBES MISSION

Figure 2.1: The Van Allen Probes spacecraft. From Funsten et al. (2013)

The Van Allen Probes mission consists of two sun-facing, spin-stabilized spacecraft in a near
equatorial ( < 10° inclination) orbit in the inner magnetosphere (.1 x 4.8 RE altitude). The spacecraft fly in identical 9-hour orbits with a separation between spacecraft that varies from a few
minutes to a few hours. The mission was the first to be dedicated to the comprehensive study of
the radiation belts and the physical processes that influence them. Because of the radioactive environment, the spacecraft was designed to minimize the penetration of background radiation through
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the use of bulk and spot shielding as well of time of flight coincidences. In addition to the radiation
belts, the mission was designed to study plasma waves, substorms, the plasmasphere, and the ring
current.
One of the main science objectives of the mission is to study the ring current. The ring current
has considerable influence on many inner magnetospheric processes that determine the efficacy of
modeling of the radiation belt environment. An accurately modeled ring current has been shown to
be highly correlated with successful modeling of other magnetospheric parameters (eg. Jordanova
et al. (2001, 2006). This is because the ring current has considerable influence on the inner magnetosphere geomagnetic field. The ring current further interacts with the plasmasphere to produce
electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) waves that interact with radiation belt electrons (e.g. Thorne
and Horne (1992)). The Van Allen Probes two point measurement (inbound and outbound passes)
of the ring current allow for considerable validation of global models to predict the response of the
inner magnetosphere to geomagnetic drivers.

2.1

Instrumentation

The Helium, Oxygen, Proton and Electron instrument (HOPE) (Funsten et al., 2013)along with
the Radiation Belt Storm Probes Ion Composition Experiment (RBSPICE) (Mitchell et al., 2013)
measure H+ , He+ , O+ , and electrons from a few eVs to 400 keV at an energy resolution, ∆E/E,
of 15% and (20%) respectively. Data from these two instruments provides a data set which covers
the entire energy range of the ring current. Both the HOPE and RBSPICE instruments uses a
time of flight (TOF) mass spectrometer to measure flux and composition. For a given energy, the
velocities, and thus time of flight, of the ion species are different due to the difference in mass.
Incident rates (R) and channel efficiencies (eff ) from these instruments can be used to determine the differential particle intensities, I, using the equation

I=

R
∆E · G · eff

Where ∆E is the channel width and G is the geometric factor of the instrument.
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2.1.1

The HOPE Instrument

The HOPE mass spectrometer (figure 2.2) measures the plasma using three sensor subsystems
along with the Hope Electronic Unit (HEU) subsystem. The first subsystem is the door, which
spans then entire aperature and can be closed during commissioning. After entering the instrument,
a particle encounters the electrostatic energy analyzer (ESA), which extends nearly 180° in polar
angle and 4.5° FWHM coplanar with the spin axis of the spacecraft. The ESA systems only allows
entry to charged particles within a specific energy per charge (E/q) range. Because the majority
of particles are expected to be singly charged (q = 1), the ESA subsystem calculates the energy of
particles by assuming the plasma is singly ionized. The ESA subsystem uses an adjustable bipolar
power system with maximum voltage of ± 7.5 kV, which switches polarity every 12 s with the Van
Allen Probes spin period, measuring ions and electrons with alternating spins.

Figure 2.2: Cross section of the HOPE instrument. From Funsten et al. (2013)
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The TOF subsystem has five polar pixels (0°, ±36°, ±72°), each providing a linear, foil-based
time of flight measurement. The TOF drift boxes are biased to -11 kV in ion mode in order to
accelerate particles into the foil. This mitigates energy straggling and angular scattering effects of
the foil. Incidence on the foil creates a secondary electron from the exit surface. The emitting of
secondary electrons are detected, starting a timer. The charged particle then transits a drift region
(∼ 3 cm) before hitting a Stop anode, which creates Stop secondary electrons. From the start and
stop times, a particle velocity can be determined. The particle velocity, along with the known
particle energy per charge, allows the mass per charge of the particle to be determined.
2.1.2

The RBSPICE instrument

The RBSPICE instrument (figure 2.3) measures ion energy (10 keV - 1 MeV), direction and
composition using time of flight by energy (TOFxE) and time of flight by pulse height (TOFxPH)
techniques. Because the instrument does not measure energy per charge, it is not able to distinguish
ion charge state. The instrument has a 160° by 12° acceptance angle with six 26.7°look directions.
Ions first pass through a thin foil in the collimator before passing through the TOF head. The ion
then either emerges as ion or neutral particle. If the particle emerges as an ion, it is accelerated
by a -2.6 kV potential on the TOF start foil. After encountering the stop foil, if the ion emerges
again as an ion, it is decelerated by 2.5 kV before encountering the SSD. The probability of an
ion remaining charged through either foil is less than 50% below 30 keV, and is as low as 20% at
10 keV, the minimum energy measured. The secondary electrons produced by the start and stop
foils are guided onto the MCP, generating start and stop signals for the TOF measurement. The
instrument measures direction though segmented MCP anodes for each of six angular segments.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the RBSPICE instrument. From Mitchell et al.
(2013)

The ion scattering, energy loss, and SSD energies were modeled with the GEANT4 particle
tracing software. This allows the determination of the incident ion energy from the instrument
measurements. Ions below a certain species dependent energy threshold do not produce a signal in
the SSD. For these particles, there are only TOF measurements, and the composition (H+ and O+
only) is determined by the MCP pulse height.
2.1.3

The Electric Field and Waves Instrument

The Electric Field and Waves instrument (EFW) (Wygant et al., 2013) measures three dimensional quasi-static and low frequency electric fields and waves, which are associated with acceleration of plasma in the inner magnetosphere. The three dimensional electric field is measured with
spherical sensors at the end of two pairs of orthogonal spin plane booms with 100m operation, and
a third pair of sensors separated by 15m to measure the third component of the electric field(figure
2.4). The two spin plane booms rotate in the Y-Z GSE plane, and thus the sensors have consistent
illumination of the sun. Due to their increased length and consistent sun exposure, the measurements in the Y-Z plane are most accurate. A potential difference is driven between the six spherical
sensors, and the six signals are then sent down the the Instrument Data Processing Unit (IDPU)
and subsequently enter the Boom Electronic Board (BEB). The signal is then transferred directly
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to the Digital Filter Board (DFB) where AC coupled versions of the signal are produced in analog circuitry. The DFB is ultimately able to provide three-component electric field measurements
using the three pairs of spherical sensors.

Figure 2.4: Illustration of an EFW Spin Plane Boom. From Wygant et al.
(2013)
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CHAPTER 3
THE ROLE OF CONVECTION IN THE BUILD-UP OF THE RING
CURRENT PRESSURE DURING THE MARCH 17, 2013 STORM

3.1

Introduction

On March 17, 2013 there was a geomagnetic storm during which many proton injections were
observed. Gkioulidou et al. (2014) determined that the energy content of the injections, assuming
a constant rate across the night side, could account for ∼30 % of the energy gain of the ring current
if they remain in the inner magnetosphere. This study, however, looked at only the effects of H+ .
In this study we are interested in determining the role of convection in the pressure build up in
the inner magnetosphere for both H+ and O+ during this same storm. We accomplish this by identifying signs of adiabatic convective transport of a plasma sheet source to the inner magnetosphere.
Furthermore, we identify the pressure contributions of the populations adiabatically transported
from the plasma sheet and determine whether their pressure dominates the total pressure in the
inner magnetosphere during the storm.
When particles are convected inwards adiabatically, the distribution function at constant magnetic moment, mu, is conserved. The distribution function (f ) is related to differential flux (j)
by:

f=

(m/q)2
j
2(E/q)

We can therefore identify adiabatic transport by identifying conservation of the distribution
function at constant mu for decreasing L shells. A similar procedure was used by Kistler et al.
(2016)
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3.2

Instrumentation

During this storm, although the RBSPICE instrument on Probe B was fully operational with its
High Voltage (HV) system engaged for the entirety of the storm, the RBSPICE instrument on
Probe A was in energy mode (HV off) for the beginning of the storm and with its HV not at its
full value for the rest of storm. Because of this we choose not to use RBSPICE data for Probe
A. However, Probe A does have full coverage for its HOPE instrument. The HOPE energy range
often contains all or most of the population convecting into the inner magnetosphere and often
dominates the pressure contributions for O+ and H+ during the main phase, especially for L = 2.53.5. Using only HOPE data for Probe A still allows us to identify signs of adiabatic convection,
the inner edge of the ring current penetration, and often an accurate pressure when energies above
the HOPE range do not have access to the inner magnetosphere.
Cross-calibration with other instruments on the Van Allen Probes, as well as with instruments
from other missions (Cluster and THEMIS) have indicated that HOPE energetic ion fluxes may be
low by about a factor of 2 (see appendix 1). Thus, we have applied a factor of 2 to HOPE fluxes
for our pressure calculations and spectra plots. While this changes the magnitude of the pressures
and the O+ /H+ pressure ratio when there is significant pressure in both the HOPE and RBSPICE
energy ranges, it does not affect the qualitative features of the pressure distributions and therefore
does not significantly affect the results of this study.
For Probe B, we calculate the H+ pressures using HOPE level 3 data for energies 10-60 keV
and the RBSPICE time of flight (ToF) by Energy H+ PAP (pitch angle and pressure) product for
energies 60-570 keV. We do not use energies below 10 keV in order to avoid spacecraft charging
effects (e.g., around 1 keV at ∼13:00-14:00 UT in Figures 3.1 b and c) near apogee. The RBSPICE
instrument does not return the above described data products inside L ∼ 3. Therefore, pressures
for L values below this do not include the RBSPICE energy range contribution. In the plots, where
applicable, we have marked for Probe B where the RBSPICE coverage ends. Gkioulidou et al.
(2014) has previously done a pressure calculation for this time period for H+ using the ToF by
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Energy (ToFxE) Ion product for 50-570 keV (with the assumption that protons are dominant for
this energy range) and the ToF by Pulse Height proton product for energies 20-50 keV. While the
ToFxE Ion product has greater energy resolution than the ToFxE H+ PAP product, we chose to
use the second for our H+ pressure calculation because its additional processing (spin averaging
and pitch angle binning) makes it ideal for pressure calculations. For the O+ pressure calculation
we use HOPE data for energies 10-60 keV. We choose not to include the pressure contribution for
O+ above the HOPE energy range due to inaccuracies in the RBSPICE O+ ToF by Pulse Height
product (60-120keV) and the negligible pressure contribution from the O+ ToF by Energy product
(120-570 keV). However, we often see signs of convection and significant pressure in the lowest
energies of the RBSPICE data for H+ . Therefore, it is likely that there is O+ pressure that we miss
above the HOPE energy range during these times.
For Probe A we use only HOPE data for both H+ and O+ for energies 10-60 keV. Magnetic
field data from Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite and Integrated Science (EMFISIS)
(Kletzing et al., 2013) were used to determine the magnetic moment, and electric field data from
Electric Field and Waves (EFW) Instruments (Wygant et al., 2013) were used to compare with the
model electric field.
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Observations and Analysis
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Figure 3.1: (a-e) Energy flux spectra for HOPE (H+ and O+ ) for both Probe A and Probe B and
RBSPICE Time of Flight by Energy (H+ ) for Probe B. (f) Dst index. (g) IMF Bz. (h) Solar wind
Ey. (i) Solar wind bulk velocity. Vertical lines denote the times of the storm commencement (blue)
and the minimum Dst (red).

Throughout the March 17, 2013 storm the Van Allen Probes had their apogee at one hour postmidnight in MLT. Figure 3.1 shows energy flux spectra for four consecutive Van Allen Probes
orbits, a time period encompassing the entire main phase and early recovery phase of the storm.
Figures 3.1 a and b show the H+ energy flux from RBSPICE and HOPE, respectively, on Probe
B. Figure 3.1c shows the H+ energy flux from HOPE on Probe A. Figures 3.1 d and e show the
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O+ flux from HOPE on Probe B and A, respectively. Figures 3.1 f-i show the Dst, IMF Bz, solar
wind Ey, and solar wind bulk velocity (obtained from the OMNIweb service). The storm begins
at around 06:00 UT on 17 March during orbit 1 where the increase in Dst occurs, indicated with
the blue vertical line. The storm main phase lasts until right before midnight on 17 March, during
the outbound pass of orbit 3, when the Dst starts to rise, indicated by the red vertical line. There
is a sudden jump in flux intensity in all energy channels coincident with the storm commencement
(blue line). Probe A passes through the same regions about 1h after Probe B. Figure 3.2 shows an
example orbit in the X-Y plane where we have marked L = 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, and 5.0.
-4

YGSM (RE)

-2

0

L= 5.0
L= 4.0
L= 3.5
L= 3.0
L= 2.5

2

4

2

0

-2

-4

-6

XGSM (RE)
Figure 3.2: A sample orbit during the storm in the GSM X-Y plane. L = 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, and 5.0
have been marked on both the dawn (inbound) and dusk side (outbound) of the orbit.

Figure 3.3 shows the perpendicular pressures for the outbound and inbound passes of the storm
for H+ (blue), O+ (red), and combined H+ and O+ (black) plotted versus L estimated using the
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Tsyganenko-Sitnov 04 (TS04) (Tsyganenko, 2005) magnetic field model. Pressures are calculated
with the perpendicular component of the pressure tensor as:

P⊥ = 2π

XX√
sin3 α
∆E∆α
2mE j(E, α)
2
α
E

where m is the ion mass, E is the center energy of each energy channel, ∆E is the energy
channel width, α is pitch angle, ∆α is the pitch angle bin width, and j is the differential flux for a
given energy and pitch angle.
Note that for the outbound passes, time runs left to right, while for the inbound passes time
runs right to left. For both the outbound and inbound passes, the first column gives the pressure,
calculated using both HOPE and RBSPICE for H+ and HOPE only for O+ , on Probe B. We have
marked the lowest L where there are RBSPICE data with a black vertical line. For the outbound
passes where RBSPICE turns on there is period of 8 minutes between when the instrument turns on
and when it is fully operational. On these passes we have marked the lowest L where RBSPICE’s
voltage is fully operational. The second column gives the pressure for Probe B calculated using
data from the HOPE instrument only. This allows us to compare the pressure contribution from
the HOPE energy range between the probes and show when the pressure is dominated by energies
in the HOPE energy range. The third column gives the pressure for Probe A, only using the HOPE
instrument data.
The first row shows the pressure during the first orbit. Probe B shows a pre-storm pressure
distribution that peaks under 5 nPa at L ∼4.5 and is dominated by H+ . The majority of the pressure
comes from the RBSPICE energy range. This is apparent by comparing the pressure distribution
including both HOPE and RBSPICE contributions with the distribution containing contributions
from HOPE only.
During the first inbound pass (time runs from right to left), the storm hits at around L = 5.8 for
Probe B, when the first pressure enhancement is observed, while an additional pressure enhancement is observed when probe B was around L = 4.6. The pressure drops off sharply around L =
3.5. Probe A is near apogee when the storm hits as well as during Probe B’s L = 4.6 enhancement.
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Figure 3.3: Perpendicular pressure profiles for H+ (blue), O+ (red), and H+ and O+ combined
(black) versus TS04 L shell. The lowest L value where there is valid RBSPICE data has been
marked with a black line for Probe B. Probe A contains no pressure contribution from RBSPICE.
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The pressure profile for Probe A is more similar to Probe B for this pass since a larger portion of
the pressure is in the HOPE energy range during the storm.
The second row shows the pressures during the 2nd orbit. The outbound pass shows the first
significant pressure enhancement of the storm with a peak between 30 and 35 nPa between L =
3-4 that is dominated by O+ . For Probe B, the pressure increases with decreasing L from L = 6
to the peak at just above L = 3.5. The high pressure extends further in to L = 3.2 where it sharply
drops. The H+ pressure penetrates deeper and dominates the pressure at L = 3.0. For Probe A, an
hour later, the same initial increase with decreasing L to a peak right above L = 3.5 is observed, but
instead of extending inwards, both H+ and O+ pressures drop off around L = 3.5. The sharper drop
in pressure for Probe A suggests convection has weakened and particles aren’t able to penetrate as
deep. The solar wind parameters (Figure 3.1 g-i) show large changes during this time (March 17th,
09:00-12:00 UT) and thus large changes in convection are expected during the 1 hour between the
probes’ passes.
During the inbound pass of orbit 2 we see the deepest penetration of ions during the storm with
O+ dominating the pressure increasingly with decreasing L. Probe B observes a pressure peak at
∼17 nPa with particles penetrating to L ∼ 2.3, while Probe A, an hour later, sees the pressure peak
move inwards and increase to 27 nPa with particles penetrating down to L = 2. The extra hour of
drift time likely both allows particles to reach lower L shells previously unavailable and, for the
previously accessible L shells, allows access of the highest energy particles. We also note that O+
penetrates deeper than H+ and that the H+ pressure falls more quickly at L < 2.5. This is perhaps
the effect of charge exchange. The effects of charge exchange increase with both the longer drift
times of the lowest L shells and the higher neutral hydrogen density closer to the earth. Lundin
et al. (1980) found that for energies < 45 keV below L ∼ 4 O+ dominated the energy density of the
ring current increasingly with decreasing L due to higher charge exchange lifetimes compared to
H+ . Thus, for L < 4 we expect charge exchange to have an increasing effect on the O+ dominance
with decreasing L.
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The third row shows the pressures for orbit 3 (the second outbound pass from storm onset).
We again see a pressure peak between L = 2.5 and 3.5. Probe B observes the O+ pressure drop
below L∼3.2 before rising again to a peak at L = 2.6. The H+ pressure drops off at L = 3.5 when
the RBSPICE instrument is turned off, missing the pressure peak below L = 3.5 due to the lack
of RBSPICE data. Unlike the previous outbound orbit, the H+ and O+ pressures for Probe B are
comparable above L = 3.5 where there is full energy coverage. Probe A observes a distinct pressure
peak around L = 3 of just under 30 nPa and, like the previous outbound orbit, sees about twice as
much pressure from O+ than H+ in the region of greatest pressure. However, unlike previous
passes, Probe B shows a large amount of the H+ pressure in the RBSPICE energy range, and thus,
the O+ dominance for Probe A shown here is likely exaggerated due to the missing higher energy
H+ pressure.
The inbound pass of orbit 3 and all of orbit 4 are during the recovery phase. Here, the outbound
passes and inbound passes are more similar indicating the ring current is more symmetric. The
pressure distributions move out to higher L shells and slowly decay. The O+ pressure drops much
faster than the H+ pressure during these passes. Like the pre-storm pressure, the H+ pressure starts
to dominate again over the O+ pressure during the recovery phase. The pressure can be seen to
move back in the RBSPICE energy range (60-570 keV). Again, this is most apparent by comparing
data with and without RBSPICE contributions.
Thus we find that there are differences in the observed pressures between Probes A and B,
differences in MLT, and differences with L-shell. We now show how the pressure develops during
the storm, due to the increased access of ions to lower L shells due to convection
3.3.2

Analysis Method

We will now look at the transport into the inner magnetosphere. The region outside L = 5.5 is
considered to be the plasma sheet source for the inner magnetosphere ions. We use the spectra at
L = 5.5 to monitor this source and look for a conservation of the distribution function at constant
mu to lower L shells as a signature of inward adiabatic transport. This same technique was used
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in Kistler et al. (2016). Since mu is a function of the perpendicular energy, we use 90° pitch angle
data for all spectra plotted versus mu. Figure 3.4 shows the comparison between spectra plotted
in differential flux versus energy units and distribution function versus mu units for 90 degree
particles. In Figure 3.4a, which shows differential flux, the flux below ∼60 keV increases with
decreasing L, from L = 5.5 to L = 3.5. The flux then drops significantly at lower Ls. Above 60
keV, the spectra at L = 5.5 and L = 5.0 drop off smoothly, but the spectra at L = 4.0 and 3.5 drop
off sharply. This sharp drop- off is the indication of the open/closed drift path boundary. When the
same spectra are plotted as distribution function versus mu (Figure 3.4b), the spectra from L = 5.5
to 3.5 now line up below ∼ 100 eV/nT, indicating that adiabatic inward transport is conserving the
magnetic moment. At L = 3.0, only the mu range from 15 to 100 eV/nT shows direct access, with a
drop off both below and above. The sharp drop-off indicating the open/closed drift path boundary
is very clear at both L = 3.5 and 3.0. By looking at the spectra in f versus mu and determining
what energies are able to get convected in adiabatically, we will show how the differences in the
pressure observed at the two spacecraft and at different local times develop.
In Figure 3.4a, which shows differential flux, the flux below ∼60 keV increases with decreasing
L, from L = 5.5 to L = 3.5. The flux then drops significantly at lower L’s. Above 60 keV, the spectra
at L = 5.5 and L = 5.0 drop off smoothly, but the spectra at L = 4.0 and 3.5 drop off sharply. This
sharp drop-off is the indication of the open/closed drift path boundary. When the same spectra are
plotted as distribution function vs mu (Figure 3.4b), the spectra from L = 5.5 to 3.5 now line up
below ∼ 100 eV/nT, indicating that adiabatic inward transport is conserving the magnetic moment.
At L = 3.0, only the mu-range from 15-100 eV/nT shows direct access, with a drop off both below
and above. The sharp drop-off indicating the open/closed drift path boundary is very clear at both
L = 3.5 and 3.0. By looking at the spectra in f vs mu and determining what energies are able to get
convected in adiabatically, we will show how the differences in the pressure observed at the two
spacecraft and at different local times develop.
The spectra in f vs mu at the different L-values will align if the source population is relatively
constant. During a storm, this is not necessarily the case. Figure 3.5 shows the source population
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flux versus energy and (b) distribution function versus mu.
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Figure 3.5: (a and b) H+ and O+ source spectra using HOPE data for 10, 30, 50, 100, and 200
eV/nT. Data are taken from Probe B when it is in the source region (defined as L > 5.5) with
data from Probe A used when there is spacecraft charging is present on Probe B or Probe B has
left the source region while Probe A still resides in the source region. (c) The relative pressure
contributions of the individual source data.

(L > 5.5) throughout the storm using HOPE data from both Probe A and B, carefully excluding data
where we see signs of spacecraft charging around apogee. Figure 3.5 a and b shows the H+ and O+
source as a function of time in distribution function units plotted for mu = 10, 30, 50, 100 and 200
eV/nT throughout the storm. The range 10-200 eV/nT contains the important energies for pressure
contributions down to the lowest L (10 eV/nT for L = 2.5 on inbound pass of orbit 2) where O+
dominates and out to higher L shells where the H+ and O+ pressures are similar (200 eV/nT for L
= 5, orbit 2 outbound, and 100 eV/nT for L = 4, orbit 3 inbound). From Figure 3.4, we see that the
range 10-200 eV/nT corresponds to approximately 3-50 keV at L = 5.0. The source data clearly
shows changes in the source around onset (06:00 UT) in both H+ and O+ , as well as an enhanced
O+ source for much of the storm (∼11:00-14:30 UT). Thus, even with particles convected in
adiabatically, we don’t always expect the spectra to overlap due to changes in the source. Figure
3.5c shows the relative pressure contributions of H+ and O+ in the source region. Since energy
is a constant in the pressure calculations when comparing the same energy/charge particles for
H+ and O+ , and pressure is proportional to m1/2 , we multiply the distribution function, which is
proportional to m2 , by m−3/2 and take the ratio to get the relative contribution of the two species
to the pressure. Here, we see that O+ dominates the pressure at the source (and, thus, in the inner
magnetosphere if the source is convected inwards) during the enhancements from 11:00-14:30 UT.
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Figure 3.6: Spectra plotted in distribution function versus mu and the cumulative pressure versus
mu for (first and second rows) H+ and (third and fourth rows) O+ for the outbound (prestorm)
and inbound (onset) passes of orbit 1. The open/closed drift path boundary has been marked on
the distribution function spectra where they can be identified. RBSPICE data are plotted using the
diamond symbol.
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Figure 3.6 shows the type of display we use to identify adiabatic convective transport and its
effect on the particle pressure in the inner magnetosphere. Figure 3.6a, shows the H+ spectra in
f vs mu for L = 5.5, 5.0, 4.0, 3.0, and 2.5 for the pass of the storm. These L shells are marked
on the orbit plot in Figure 3.2. The panel below, 6b, shows the cumulative pressure vs mu to
identify the energies that contribute to the pressure build up. These energies can be compared with
the energies that have access to the inner magnetosphere during the storm through convection.
The most significant energy range for the pressure is the energy range for which the cumulative
pressure has the steepest increase. The RBSPICE spectra have been plotted with different symbols
(diamonds) to differentiate them from the HOPE data. The switch in instruments gives a reliable
marker to identify 60 keV on the plots. The open-closed boundary has been marked with a vertical
line for cases when it can be reasonably identified. This boundary can be identified by a sharp
drop-off where the spectrum no longer follows the input spectrum at L = 5.5. The panels in the
third and fourth rows (e.g. 6c and 6d) show f vs mu and the cumulative pressure for O+ .
In order to further understand the development of the storm, we also determine the expected
drift paths of ions during the main phase of the storm (Figures 3.7, 3.8, and 3.10). To simulate the
drifts, we use the orbital position of the two Van Allen Probes at a particular L-value as the starting
point, and then trace the trajectory backwards in time. The drift paths are determined using the
Weimer ’96 electric field model (Weimer [1996]) and a dipole magnetic field. The Weimer 1996
field model uses measurements of the electric field from the DE-2 spacecraft as input to calculate
potentials of the upper ionosphere as a function of the solar wind velocity and magnetic field
(Figures 3.1 g-i). These potentials are then mapped to the inner magnetosphere. Although the
model has a lower bound of 2 RE , the fits emphasize the data at higher latitudes, and the model
may not work well below L = 4, especially during storm times. In a comparison of the Weimer
1996 electric field with electric field data from the Van Allen Probes’ EFW instrument, we found
that while there was reasonable agreement of the two fields during the most of the storm, the
Weimer model was significantly lower than the measured electric field below L ∼ 3.5 during the
inbound pass of orbit 2 where the data show the particles penetrating the deepest, down to L∼2.
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Symbols for the expected drift paths are plotted every hour. The energies are chosen to illustrate
the range of trajectories on open drift paths to the observation location. We have marked the drift
times to L = 10. Although we use a source at L = 5.5, we calculate the transit time to L = 10.0
because the trajectory sometimes moves outside of L = 5.5 before it reaches the nightside source
region, and we do not want to stop the trajectory calculation prematurely. The difference between
drift times to L = 5.5 and L = 10 is consistently on the order of 1 h.
3.3.3

Pre-Storm / Onset

For the pre-storm outbound pass, Figures 3.6 a-d, the distribution function decreases from
L=5 inwards, indicating there is no strong inward convection. Since most of the pressure is in
the RBSPICE energy range during this time, we focus only on Probe B for this pass. There is a
minimum between the open and closed drift paths around 100 mu for L = 3.5 that increases in mu
for higher L shells. Most of the pressure is contained in H+ energies over 100 keV on closed drift
paths.
In the inbound pass of orbit 1, Figures 3.6 e-l, the storm hits and we start to see signs of
adiabatic transport signified by spectral overlap. For both probes we see the open/closed drift path
boundary, marked by vertical lines, decrease in energy steadily with decreasing L. Since we plot
f versus mu instead of energy, this can be determined by noting the HOPE-RBSPICE transition
(indicated by the change in data point symbols), and seeing that fewer and fewer HOPE energy
bins are below the boundary. For Probe B, Figure 3.6e shows adiabatic transport for H+ into L
= 4.0 with lower L shells showing differences from the L = 5.5 spectrum indicating change in
the source. The O+ spectra (Figure 3.6g), however, show a relatively consistent source convected
down to 2.5. Figures 3.5a and b show that there is variation in the H+ source right after onset (06:00
UT) while the O+ source is relatively constant. Figure 3.6f shows that there is significant pressure
enhancement at the highest energies just below the open/closed drift path boundary, where there
is inward adiabatic transport marked by a conservation of the distribution function. There is also
a small pressure enhancement at higher energies in the RBSPICE energy range (60-570 keV) on
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closed drift paths. For Probe A (Figure 3.6 i-l), an hour after Probe B’s pass, we see the source at
L = 5.5 strongly convected down into L = 3.0. Although RBSPICE data are not available for Probe
A, we clearly see the spectra drop off in the HOPE energy range for L = 4.0 and lower, indicating
we observe all the pressure due to convection in those L shells while missing a small amount due
to the higher energies on closed drift paths. For O+ (figure 3.6k), we see the source at L = 5.5
enhanced compared to Probe B’s pass. We see this source convected down to L = 3.5 with lower
flux at L = 3.0 and 2.5. Figure 3.5b shows the O+ source increasing starting at ∼07:00 UT. Thus,
the higher L shells are showing the increasing source while lower L shells show convection of an
earlier, lower source flux. While the O+ source increases for Probe A’s pass, O+ still contributes
very little to the pressure.
3.3.4

Main Phase: First Outbound Pass

For the outbound pass of orbit 2 (Figure 3.7a-h), the first outbound pass during the main phase
of the storm, adiabatic transport of the source at L = 5.5 is observed for most of the HOPE energy
range down to at least L = 3.5. At L = 3.0, the distribution for an intermediate range of magnetic
moments (10 to 40 eV/nT) also aligns with the source spectrum for H+ , but for O+ the distribution
function is well below the source. Thus, this population either has a significantly different source,
or the ions at this L-value are currently on closed drift paths, and showing the effects of loss.
From the cumulative pressure plots for both H+ and O+ , we see that the majority of the pressure
contribution for this pass on Probe B comes from the energy range just below the HOPE/RBSPICE
transition, which are open drift path particles that are transported in adiabatically. However, for L
= 3.5, part of the H+ pressure is in the RBSPICE energy range.
From Figure 3.3, the O+ pressure on the outbound pass of orbit 2 from Probe B drops off
around L = 3.2. This is between L = 3.5 and L = 3.0, where there is an abrupt change in spectra
that indicates the L-shell, for this MLT, that the enhanced O+ source is able to convect in to. Probe
B shows that a portion of the H+ pressure is in the RBSPICE energy range at L = 3.5 before the
instrument turns off. This indicates that we miss part of the pressure between the abrupt change
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Figure 3.7: Spectra plotted in distribution function versus mu and the cumulative pressure versus
mu for (first and second rows) H+ and (third and fourth rows) O+ for the outbound (prestorm)
and inbound (onset) passes of orbit 1. The open/closed drift path boundary has been marked on
the distribution function spectra where they can be identified. RBSPICE data are plotted using the
diamond symbol.
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at L=3.2 and where RBSPICE turns on for Probe B. For Probe A, the spectra at L = 3.5 and 3.0
clearly drop off at lower energies, in the HOPE range. The evaluation of spectra at intermediate
L-values (not shown) show that for Probe A we capture the majority of the pressure for L < 3.8,
which includes the peak at L = 3.7. The pressure profile for L > 3.8 for Probe A is then missing an
important RBSPICE contribution and likely has a steady decrease in pressure for L > 3.8 similar
to Probe B.
For Probe B, at L = 3.5, Figures 3.7 a-d show that the highest energy channels that convect in
contain about half the pressure. These energies, however, do not have access for Probe A (figures
3.7 e-h). Since we believe we capture most of the pressure at the peak for Probe A in the HOPE
range, the difference in pressure around the maxima between the probes is then due to weakening
of the convection that no longer allows the highest energies to reach below L < 3.8 for Probe A.
This explains why the pressure drops off much sooner for Probe A than Probe B.
To show this convection effect, Figures 3.7 i-l shows the convection paths for the ions that reach
L = 3.0 (top panel) and 3.5 (bottom panel) for several energies. If the highest energy shown on a
plot is an open drift path, the next highest energy (using 5 keV increments) is a closed drift path.
For Probe B, the model shows particles having fast access to L = 3.5 (Figure 3.7k). Drift times
for most energies are just over an hour, with the highest energies taking around 2 hours to drift
from L = 6. For Probe A (Figure 3.7l), which passes through the same region about an hour later,
the simulation suggests that convection has weakened and particles take slightly longer to drift in,
with the highest energies no longer having access, exactly as is observed in the data. For L = 3.0
(Figures 3.7 i and j), the lower energies (15-25 keV) take a few hours to drift in for both probes.
The highest energy for both probes takes around 7 hours to drift in. This shows that drift times
increase with decreasing L and increasing energy, and the upper limit for energies that have access
decreases with decreasing L, as is observed. Furthermore, this shows that there is a transition from
fast access (∼1 hour) at L = 3.5 to longer drifts times (∼5-7 hours) at L=3.0. Finally, convection
is stronger at earlier times, when the particles observed by Probe B convected inward, than at later
times, and so the upper limit of energies which can convect in is lower for Probe A than for Probe
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B. This significantly reduces the particle pressure at low L-values, and hence explains why the
pressure drops off much at higher L values for Probe A than Probe B.
The source data (Figures 3.5 a and b) show the O+ source greatly enhanced between 09:00 and
11:00 UT while the H+ source changes very little. For L = 3.0, at 09:50 UT, the long drift times
shown by the drift simulation mean that the source for this spectrum is from several hours earlier,
when the flux was lower by an order of magnitude for O+ but was only slightly lower for H+ .
Particles from L = 3.5 and above (∼10:00-11:00 UT) drift in on the order of an hour or less, and
thus their source is during the data gap after the start of the O+ enhancements is observed. The
sharp drop in the O+ pressure at L = 3.2 and the H+ dominance at L = 3.0 are then explained by the
enhancements in the source data and the change from ∼ 1 hour to several hour drift times between
L = 3.5 and 3.0. The change in the source for the particles that arrive at L = 3.5 compared to the
particles that arrive at L = 3.0 are large for O+ . Thus, there is a large change in the O+ pressure,
while a much less drastic effect is observed in the H+ pressure profile.
3.3.5

Main Phase: Inbound Pass

The inbound pass of orbit 2 is more than a full orbit (> 9 hours) after the start of the storm.
Therefore, during the inbound pass of orbit 2, we expect the highest energy particles to have had
sufficient time to drift deep in to the inner magnetosphere. Figures 3.8a and 3.8c show that there
is increased adiabatic transport on the inbound pass of orbit 2 with well-defined open/closed drift
path boundaries. The pressure is again dominated by the highest energies on open drift paths. For
Probe B, the spectrum at L = 2.5 does not seem to have the same source as the other L shells with
a lower phase space density for H+ (Figure 3.8a) and a higher phase space density for O+ (Figure
3.8c). For Probe A, the source at L = 2.5 is more similar to those at higher L shells for H+ (Figure
3.8e). For O+ (Figure 3.8g), the spectra for L = 3.0 and 3.5 are closer to the enhanced spectra seen
at L = 2.5. We can see most clearly in the H+ data that the Probe A spectra drop off in the last
two HOPE energy channels at L = 3.5 and below. Thus, despite an absence of RBSPICE data for
Probe A, we capture the majority of the pressure for L < 3.5. From Figure 3.3, we found that for
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Figure 3.8: (a-h) Spectra plotted in distribution function versus mu and the cumulative pressure
versus mu for (first and second rows) H+ and (third and fourth rows) O+ for the outbound pass of
orbit 2. The open/closed drift path boundary has been marked on the distribution function spectra
where they can be identified. RBSPICE data are plotted using the diamond symbol. (i-l) Results
of a Weimer 1996 drift simulation with backward drift times to L = 10.

this pass Probe A observes a much larger pressure peak that penetrates deeper than that observed
by Probe B. The pressure difference at L = 2.5 in O+ can be seen to be mainly due to difference
in the energies that are convected in. The 3rd and 4th highest HOPE energy channels in the Probe
B spectrum aren’t able to convect in, while the Probe A spectrum shows these energies clearly
getting in. These two higher energy channels in the Probe A spectrum account for ∼ half of the
O+ pressure. For H+ , we see the pressure difference at L = 2.5 appears to be due to a difference of
flux level with Probe B showing a significantly lower H+ flux overall at L = 2.5.
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During the inbound pass of orbit 2 the Weimer model did not produce an electric field that
penetrated deep enough. Particles in the simulation weren’t able to penetrate below L = 3.5 for the
inbound pass of orbit 2, so there is some quantitative disagreement with the observations. However,
we can use the lowest L shells particles had access to in order to evaluate qualitatively how drift
times change between probes and with decreasing L. The modeled drift paths for the inbound pass
of orbit 2 show the particles taking 3-7 hours to reach L = 4.0 (Figures 3.8 k and l) and 5-10
hours for most energies to reach L = 3.5 (Figures 3.8 i and j). The highest energy particles have
closed drift paths for almost a full orbit before changing to open drift paths, causing long drift
times and loss. The model shows again that particle drift times increase with decreasing L and
increasing energy and that there is a lower energy open/closed drift path boundary for the inbound
passes compared to the outbound pass. However, particles for Probe A are able to convect in with
higher energy compared to Probe B at L=3.5. The 25 keV (green trajectories) particles at L=3.5
that were able to get in for both probes also took several more hours for Probe B than Probe A.
The simulation then shows that due to changes in convection between the Probe B and Probe A
observations, particles are able to get in to lower L-values at higher energies at the time observed
by Probe A than at the time observed by Probe B, in agreement with observations. In addition, the
drift times for the ions observed by Probe B are longer. The longer drift times for Probe B explain
why we see signs of charge exchange at higher L shells for Probe B compared to Probe A on this
pass (Figure 3.3).
Figures 3.8c and 3.8g show that the O+ flux at L = 2.5 is significantly higher than that for the
other L shells. The drift simulation showed that on the dawn side particles potentially take 3-10
hours to drift to the lowest L shells, and that this drift time increases with increasing energy and
decreasing L. At L = 2.5 on inbound pass of orbit 2, the spectra show a value of ∼107 s3/km6
for O+ at 10 eV/nT for both Probe A and Probe B at 17:14 and 18:25 respectively. Since the
source is consistent between probes, it is likely there a consistent source for ∼ 1 hour. Figure
3.5b shows a relatively constant source around 107 s3/km6 at 10 eV/nT from ∼12:00-14:00 UT.
The source for 30 and 50 eV/nT is also constant for this time period. Figure 3.9 shows an O+
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spectrum from the source at 12:15 as well the L = 2.5 spectra from both Probe A and B for the
inbound pass for comparison. We see that both L = 2.5 spectra are consistent with adiabatic
transport of the source spectra plotted. Figure 3.9 also more clearly shows the higher energies for
Probe A convected in to L = 2.5, which cause the much higher pressure for Probe A compared to
Probe B. Assuming that these particles come from the source at 12:00-14:00 UT, Probe B (17:14
UT) could come from 12:00 UT at the earliest and Probe A (18:25 UT) could come from around
14:00 UT at the latest. This puts a time constraint on the drift times of roughly 4.5-5.25 hours.
While our drift simulation was not able to get
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particles to penetrate as deep or with as high
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source. The lowest L shell particles come from
an enhanced source at 12:00-14:00 UT while
the particles from higher L shells with shorter
drift times come from the decreasing source after 14:00 UT.
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In summary, for the inbound pass of orbit 2, the pressure at the lowest L shells is largely
affected by the strength of convection (i.e. the open/closed drift path boundary, drift times) and
enhancements in the O+ source. Due to increasing drift times with decreasing L, O+ particles at the
lowest L shells come from an enhanced source from ∼11:00-14:30 UT while particles at higher
L shells come from the lower source after 14:30 UT. The pressure differences for O+ between
the probes at L = 2.5 is caused by stronger convection allowing higher energy particles access for
Probe A. For H+ , the source changes during this time are minimal. However, H+ experiences more
loss due to charge exchange for energies less than 45 keV and sees minimal enhancements at the
low L shells where the O+ pressure is greatest. Stronger convection causes this charge exchange
effect to start at lower L shells for Probe A compared to Probe B due to faster particle drifts. Thus,
there is a range of L values where charge exchange starts to have significant effects on H+ but not
on O+ which is influenced by the strength of the convection. With increased convection, particles
observed by Probe A drift faster at a given L shell and with higher energies, and thus are able to
penetrate further in than those observed by Probe B.
3.3.6

End of Main Phase / Recovery

For the outbound pass of orbit 3 (Figures 3.10 a-h) we see signs of adiabatic inward convection,
although the source appears to be more variable than the previous outbound pass. The pressure
around L = 3.0 from both H+ and O+ on this pass is much higher on Probe A than on Probe B.
The distribution function value at L = 3.0 on Probe B for the population that is convected in is
below that observed at L = 3.5. However, an hour later, Probe A observes an increased distribution
function at L = 3.0 that is similar to that seen at 3.5. The pressure differences at L < 3.5 appear to
be due to differences in the source that is convected inwards. As we approach apogee of this pass
we enter the recovery phase and see the source population at L = 5.5 drop sharply for Probe A.
Where we have RBSPICE data available on Probe B, we see about half the pressure for H+ come
from the RBSPICE energy range. The observed H+ pressure more than doubles when RBSPICE
fully turns on around L = 3.4. This is the largest change in the pressure due to RBSPICE coverage.
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Figure 3.10: (a-h) Spectra plotted in distribution function versus mu and the cumulative pressure
versus mu for (first and second rows) H+ and (third and fourth rows) O+ for the outbound pass of
orbit 3. The open/closed drift path boundary has been marked on the distribution function spectra
where they can be identified. RBSPICE data are plotted using the diamond symbol. (i-l) Results
of a Weimer 1996 drift simulation with backward drift times to L = 10.

It indicates that we miss a large part of the H+ pressure below L = 3.4 due to the lack of RBSPICE
data. It can also be inferred that we miss O+ pressure from the population convected inward in
the RBSPICE energy range. For Probe A, we see that ions have access over the full HOPE range
down to L = 3.0, and at L = 2.5 there is a narrow energy range that is still getting in. Comparing
with Probe B, it can be inferred that with no RBSPICE measurements, we miss a large portion of
the pressure for Probe A.
The drift simulation for this pass (Figures 3.10 i-l) confirms that ions in the RBSPICE energy
range are able to convect in to L = 3.5 during Probe B’s Orbit 3 outbound pass. The simulation
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shows that ions during Probe B’s pass have access up to 70 keV, firmly in the RBSPICE energy
range, while for the outbound pass of orbit 2, the simulation showed ions having access only up to
60 keV for L = 3.5. Ions still have fast access (∼ 1 hour) up to 45 keV with the highest energies
taking 3-6 hours. For Probe A, we see the highest energy (70 keV) no longer has access, and the
energies that do have access take longer to drift in. While this suggests that little to no energies in
the RBSPICE energy range have access for Probe A, the data show that the predicted open / closed
boundary is higher in observations than the model (70 keV for Probe B at L = 3.5 compared to
the data showing the boundary at ∼100 keV). As we previously found, the highest energies that
have access contribute a significant part of the pressure and it is still likely that we are missing
important contributions from the RBSPICE energy range for Probe A. For L = 3.0 (Figures 3.10 i
and j), the simulation shows faster drift times and access to higher energies for Probe A compared
to Probe B. Compared to the outbound pass of orbit 2, ions for Probe A have access to higher
energies at L = 3.0. Particles take much longer to drift in to L = 3.0 compared to L = 3.5, with the
highest energy taking ∼8 hours to drift in and the lower energies plotted taking 3-6 hours. Again,
we see the trend of increased drift times with increasing energy and decreasing L, as well as the
upper limit of the energies that have access decreasing with decreasing L. While the simulation
shows the open/closed drift path boundary at ∼42 keV, well within the HOPE energy range, the
data show particles having access for the whole HOPE energy range, indicating an open / closed
drift path at 60 keV or higher. While the data do not show a clear open / closed drift path boundary
for most regions without RBSPICE data coverage, the model suggests that the boundary decreases
in energy with decreasing L.
The inbound pass of orbit 3 and all of orbit 4 (Figure 3.11) are during the recovery phase. Here,
the pressure is dominated by H+ and the pressure peak shifts up from L = 3.0 towards L = 4.0.
The H+ pressure moves into the higher energies in the RBSPICE energy range that were typical of
the pre-storm ring current. The O+ pressure is comparable at low L shells and penetrates deeper
than the H+ (perhaps due to charge exchange effects). By the inbound pass of orbit 4, O+ has a
negligible effect on the pressure, and the H+ pressure is slowly decreasing.
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Figure 3.11: Spectra plotted in distribution function versus mu and the cumulative pressure versus
mu for (first and second rows) H+ and (third and fourth rows) O+ for the passes during the recovery
phase for Probe B. RBSPICE data are plotted using the diamond symbol.
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3.3.7

Summary of the Pressure Build-Up during the Storm

It is clear from the data from Probe B that the HOPE energy range dominates the pressure—
especially at the lowest L shells-for most of the storm. Furthermore, by looking at individual
energy channel contributions, we observe the majority of the pressure build up in the same range
where there are clear signs of adiabatic inward convection on open drift paths, with the highest
energies able to convect in having the most significant pressure contributions. Often, the two
highest energy channels showing adiabatic transport contribute about half the total pressure at a
given L shell. The magnitude of the pressure at a given L shell is therefore strongly dependent on
both the strength of the convection electric field and the plasma sheet population being convected
inwards. We see the greatest pressure when there is an enhanced plasma sheet source—especially
for O+ which dominates the pressure at lower L shells—and where the highest energies have
access, i.e., strong convection and sufficient time for particles to drift in from the plasma sheet.

3.4

O+ Dominance at Low L-Values

Throughout the storm, O+ often dominates the pressure below L = 4.0 while closer to apogee O+
and H+ have similar pressures. This can be seen most clearly during Probe B’s orbit 2 outbound
pressure profile (Figure 3.3). Here, the pressures are similar at L = 5, and the O+ pressure dominates increasingly with decreasing L. For the other passes, while there isn’t necessarily a smooth
increase in O+ dominance with decreasing L, O+ consistently dominates at the lowest L shells.
Since convection is the same for all ion species at the same energy/charge, we look to the source
data to explain this difference (Figure 3.5). At the lower L values (L < 4) the pressure comes from
the mu range 10-50 eV/nT. Further towards apogee the pressure comes from the range 80-200
eV/nT. Figure 3.5c shows the relative pressure contributions of H+ and O+ .
For a period from ∼ 11:00-14:30 UT the O+ pressure is much larger than the H+ pressure for
a given mu (energy) value. Figure 3.12 shows example source spectra in f vs mu at 11:15 after
Probe B has completed its first outbound pass of the storm, during the middle of the O+ dominant
period. We have applied a factor of 102 to the O+ spectrum in order to better compare the slopes
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Figure 3.12: Sample source spectra during the first enhancements of the storm plotted in f versus
mu. A factor of 102 is applied to the O+ spectrum in order to better compare the slopes
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of the spectra. Here, we see very clearly that the distribution function spectrum for O+ has a much
steeper slope than the H+ spectrum with the distribution function increasing much faster for O+
with decreasing mu. This indicates that if the pressures are similar at L = 5, where the pressure
comes from mu > 100 eV/nT, then the O+ pressure will be significantly higher, compared to H+,
at lower L shells where the pressure comes from mu = 10-100 eV/nT. Thus, the increasing O+
dominance with decreasing L in the outbound pass of orbit 2 for Probe B is due to the higher
O+ /H+ ratio at lower mu values.
However, these enhancements in the O+ source, with a higher O+ /H+ ratio at lower mu values,
aren’t consistent throughout the storm. Figure 3.5c shows the O+ dominance in the source data
slowly decrease shortly before the inbound pass of orbit 2 (∼14:30 UT). Therefore, particles from
a source after 14:30 UT should show more similar pressures for O+ and H+ . During the inbound
pass of orbit 2, L-shells where particles have fast access show similar H+ and O+ pressures. However, particles at the lowest L shells, where particles have long drift times, come from a source
population before 14:30 UT where O+ is dominant. Thus, at the lowest L shells of this pass we
see O+ once again dominate in part due to an enhanced source. For the outbound pass of orbit 3,
O+ and H+ pressures are similar for Probe B until we lose RBSPICE coverage at L = 3.4. At the
lowest L shells, where we likely capture most of the pressure, we again see O+ dominance. Our
drift simulation shows ∼8 hour drift times for the highest energies at L = 3.0, and thus these particles likely still come from the O+ dominant source. We previous discussed that charge exchange
can cause increasing O+ dominance with decreasing L for L < 4 and energies < 45 keV. While this
almost certainly contributes to the observed O+ dominance at low L-shells, there is ample evidence
that the O+ dominated source also plays a large role.

3.5

Discussion and Conclusion

We have investigated both the role of adiabatic transport and a changing source population in
the build-up of the ring current during the March 17, 2013 storm. By plotting the spectra in
distribution function vs mu units, we have shown where the distribution function is conserved,
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indicating adiabatic transport of the plasma sheet source to the inner magnetosphere. Furthermore,
we have shown that the majority of the pressure build-up occurs in the energy range with convective
access. However, there are times when the distribution function does not show a consistent source
convected inwards. In these regions, we have shown that a difference in drift times, which increase
with decreasing L shell and increasing energy, and a changing near-Earth plasma sheet population
adequately explains these features.
During the storm, there was a consistent dominance of the O+ pressure at L < 4. While H+
and O+ pressures are similar further out, at lower L-values the O+ pressure is about double the H+
pressure at its peak. Previous work (Ferradas et al [2014], Lundin et al, [1980]) has shown that
charge exchange can lead to O+ dominance inside L = 4 during quiet times because the charge
exchange rate for H+ is higher than O+ for energies less than 45 keV. However, during storm
times, the convection is faster, so charge exchange only significantly impacts the lowest L-values.
We have shown that enhancements in the O+ source can cause O+ dominance at low L-values
during this storm. Using data from the source region during the storm, we have shown that the
O+ source spectrum was steeper than the H+ spectrum, so the O+ /H+ ratio was higher at lower
energy (or mu) values. Thus there is a higher O+ /H+ ratio for 10-50 eV/nT, the energy range which
contributes most to the pressure at lower L shells, than at the higher mu-values that dominate the
pressure at L > 5. Further, we have shown that there are times when the pressure contributions
for O+ are dominant over a wide range of mu-values. After the O+ pressure enhancements, the
O+ can still dominate the pressure at low L-values, where drift times are long, while the higher L
values show the composition of the newer source with a lower O+ content.
For many passes we have shown that in the L-value range of the pressure peak, L = 3-3.5, the
spectra drop off sharply in the HOPE range due to the open/closed drift path boundary. For these
orbits, we see the majority of pressure is contributed by the energy range of roughly 30-60 keV,
and the pressure is measured sufficiently with the HOPE data alone. During the outbound pass of
orbit 3, when higher energy particles (> 60 keV) were able to convect in from the plasma sheet,
we are not able to capture the pressure accurately due to lack of RBSPICE data for L < 3.5. For
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this orbit, we extrapolate that the energy 50-100 keV contains the bulk of the pressure, and thus
HOPE data alone cannot accurately capture the pressure. However, we have no reason to believe
the trends we see in the previous orbits do not continue into this orbit, i.e., the majority of the
pressure is contained in the highest energies with convective access.
In conclusion, we find that the pressure build-up and the composition changes during the March
17, 2013 can be attributed to adiabatic convective transport of the plasma sheet source into the inner
magnetosphere. Thus, the pressure in the inner magnetosphere is largely a function of the plasma
sheet source during the storm and the strength of the convection field. This agrees with recent modeling results (Kozyra and Liemohn, 2003; Yang et al., 2016) that show that adiabatic convection of
the near-earth plasma sheet can account for the ring current given appropriate boundary conditions
at geosynchronous orbit. While this paper does not comment on how the enhanced source population is transported to the near earth-plasma sheet (Yang et al. (2016) concluded injections were
necessary for this transport), we conclude that inside geosynchronous orbit, adiabatic convection
is sufficient to populate the ring current during this storm.
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CHAPTER 4
EFFICACY OF EMPIRICAL ELECTRIC FIELD MODELS IN
RECREATING THE OBSERVED RING CURRENT

4.1

Introduction

During geomagnetic storms, the large scale dawn to dusk convection electric field is enhanced,
pushing particles sunward. This process enhances the access of plasma sheet ions to the inner
magnetosphere. Because transport due to large scale magnetospheric convection conserves the
first adiabatic invariant, the magnetic moment, the ions are energized as they drift earthward to
stronger magnetic fields. This process contributes to the build-up of the storm time ring current,
an enhancement of the ∼ 20-200 keV ion population that creates a magnetic disturbance during
geomagnetic storms. The peak of the ring current particle pressure during the main phase is generally inside L = 4, and can be seen as low as L = 2.5 (Menz et al., 2017). Recent papers (Kistler
et al., 2016; Menz et al., 2017) have shown that inward adiabatic convection of the plasma sheet
population is a sufficient source for the inner magnetosphere storm-time ring current population.
Injections can impact the higher energy ring current particles (> 50-100 keV), but these particles
do not convect inside L = 4 where we observe the peak of the particle pressure. In a single event
study, Gkioulidou et al. (2014) showed these injections penetrating down to L = 4 and estimated
that they could account for 30% of the energy gain in the inner magnetosphere. While particlewave interactions and radial diffusion do occur, their importance in creating the storm-time ring
current has never been demonstrated.
The drift of ions due the enhanced electric field, along with gradient and curvature drifts, leads
to distinctive spectral features in the inner magnetosphere. These include a sharp upper energy cutoff that represents the open / closed drift path boundary and more complex upper and lower energy
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cut-offs at the inner edge of the convection region that lead to "nose structures." The energies
and location of these cut-offs depend on the form of the electric and magnetic fields, but earlier
studies (e.g. Kistler and Larson (2000)) have shown that the electric field plays the main role in
determining the energy spectrum. Thus, comparing the details of the observed energy spectra, and
in particular the energy cut-offs, with the predictions of the different electric field models can help
to establish how well the empirical models are able to reproduce the storm-time field.
The Van Allen Probes spacecraft provide a wealth of storm-time ring current data that can
be used to determine how well the existing empirical electric field models are able to match the
observed main phase spectra. Menz et al. (2017) previously studied the March 17, 2013 storm and
found signatures of convection (enhanced fluxes with sharp energy cut-offs) from the Van Allen
Probes’ apogee (L ∼ 6) down the inner edge of the ring current at L = 2. They found that inward
drift of time-varying O+ enhancements in the near earth plasma sheet was the biggest contributor
to the observed ring current. To show how the drift times from the source to different L-values in
the ring current could explain the observed spectra, a Weimer 96 electric field model using OMNI
solar wind data from the period was used. While the model was able to show the trends, it was
unable to reproduce the observed access to L < 3.5 during the storm. Thus, further work is needed
to determine whether a different model, or different parameterization of the model would improve
the data / model comparison.
In this study we will use two storms to test how well particle tracing in different electric field
models, combined with a dipole magnetic field, are able to reproduce the observed spectral features
during the main phase. The UNH-IMEF model will be tested for the first time, and compared with
the Volland-Stern model and the Weimer 1996 model. For both storms, an inbound pass during the
main phase, when the spacecraft is on the dawn side will be simulated in detail. This local time
region has proved difficult to model. The statistical study of Kistler et al. (1989) showed that the
open/closed drift path boundary at this local time was consistently observed at higher energy than
the models would predict, where there was reasonable agreement at other local times. As previous
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work has shown difficulty in reproducing storm-time spectra with these models, versions in which
the electric field is artificially enhanced will also be tested.
The spectra at the inner edge of the ring current during storms depend strongly on the drift
paths, but even during the fast convection that occurs during storms, the inner edge can be affected
by charge exchange losses. The drift paths for different ion species with the same energy per
charge are the same, but for the energies of interest, < 50 keV, H+ has a much shorter charge
exchange lifetime than O+ , and so is more likely to show charge exchange effects. Thus, we will
perform our data/model comparison in two steps: We will first compare the features observed in
the O+ spectra, where minimal charge exchange effects are expected, with the energy cut-offs in
particle access predicted by the drift modeling. We will then add charge exchange to the model
and compare observed and predicted H+ spectra and spectral energies boundaries. Because the
charge exchange loss depends on the drift time and path, this gives a second check on how well
the electric fields are able to reproduce the particle transport.

4.2

Instrumentation / Methodology

The Van Allen Probes mission consists of two twin spacecraft flying in nearly identical orbits with
perigee down to 600 km and apogee of ∼5.8 RE., an inclination < 10°, and a period of about 9
hours. HOPE (Funsten et al., 2013), part of the ECT instrument suite (Spence et al., 2013), measures H+ , He+, O+ and electrons from ∼1 eV up to 60 keV. The EFW instrument (Wygant et al.,
2013) uses two wire booms in the spin plane to provide electric field and space craft potential data.
In this study, we use O+ particle fluxes from HOPE instrument, 1-60 keV, as the Van Allen Probes
move through the ring current to determine the ion access to the inner magnetosphere. We analyze
the O+ distribution function to determine which energies have access to a given location from the
plasma sheet. As particles move inwards adiabatically, their distribution function is conserved at
constant mu. Since there is proportionally greater increase in O+ during the storm, and since O+
has much lower charge exchange rates than H+ at energies below 45 keV, the O+ distribution function best indicates the access of the plasma sheet to the inner magnetosphere during storms. As low
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energy (< 10 keV) ions drift inwards, they travel along equipotentials, moving earthward due to
convection and eastward due to the co-rotation drift. As particles travel to stronger magnetic fields,
they energize adiabatically, until the energy-dependent gradient-curvature drift dominates and they
transition from eastward to westward drift. This motion creates sharp boundaries in energy to
where particles have access, and thus we can identify the boundary between open and closed drift
paths in the data by sharp drops in the distribution function.
In this study we compare Van Allen Probes’ data for two storms with results from drift path
tracing using the Weimer 96, UNH-IMEF and Volland-Stern electric field to determine the convective access provided by the enhanced electric field. Both of these storms are large storms (Dst
> 100) with long main phases (> 8 hours) of enhanced interplanetary electric field (IEF). Figure
4.1 shows the differential flux vs energy spectra for H+ (panel a) and O+ (panel b) and particle
pressures (panel c) for Van Allen Probe A along with the Dst index, interplanetary electric field
(IEF, input into UNH-IMEF model), Kp (input for Volland-Stern model), and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) angle and strength and solar wind velocity (inputs for Weimer model) (panels
c-i) during both storms. The storm onset is marked with a red line, and the modeled passes are
highlighted in blue.
During both storms, the IEF, a predictor of the strength of the inner magnetosphere electric
field, increases and decreases significantly on the time scale of around an hour during the first few
hours of the storm. This implies large changes in the inner magnetosphere electric field during this
period. Shortly after onset (red line), we see a sharp increase in both O+ and H+ fluxes, and in the
following passes we see the ring current particle pressure grow. This is the result of the increased
plasma sheet source convecting into the inner magnetosphere. However, because ions take many
hours to drift into the lowest L shells, we don’t observe the full extent of the ring current penetration
during these passes. Our chosen passes, near the end of the main phase, are both periods with
relatively stable IEF value, predicting relatively stable, enhanced magnetospheric convection ideal
for simulation. Furthermore, these passes are many hours after storm onset, allowing the ring
current to penetrate to low L shells.
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Figure 4.1: (a,b /j,k) Differential flux spectra for HOPE (H+ and O+ ), (c/l) the associated particle
pressures, (d-i/m-r) Dst index, the y-component of interplanetary electric field, Kp index, IMF
angle, solar wind Byz and velocity for the March 17, (2013/2015) storm. The storm onset is
marked with a red line, and the modeled passes are highlighted in blue. The orbits of the modeled
inbound passes are plotted below.
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The IEF value during the 2013 and 2015 passes is around 6 mV/m and 10 mV/m respectively.
Because the IEF is highly correlated with the inner magnetosphere electric field strength we expect
much stronger convection during the 2015 storm. The bottom of figure 4.1 shows the spacecraft
trajectory for the chosen passes mapped to the equatorial plane. Here, we see the trajectory for the
2013 storm is more eastward and sunward than the 2015 storm. Because the westward gradientcurvature drift becomes stronger with increasing energy, we expect ions to have more trouble
reaching low L shells eastward of the midnight. Kistler et al. (1989) showed a decrease of the
expected open/closed drift boundary from midnight to dawn using a Volland-Stern model. Thus,
we expect a higher open/closed boundary for the 2015 storm due to both a higher IEF value during
the storm and a more duskward orbit.

4.3

Electric Field Models

Figure 4.2 shows the electric potential for different configurations of the electric field models in
the inertial frame with the trajectory of the two simulated passes over plotted. We have chosen a
color bar to highlight the potential around the orbits. Panels a and b show the UNH-IMEF model
electric potential for IEF values similar to those during the 2013 and 2015 storms respectively (6
and 10 mV/m). Because there are no additional changes to the potential pattern for IEF values >
5 mV/m, the potentials here are based on extrapolation. Further increase in the IEF only results in
an increase in the magnitude of the electric potential with no change to the overall shape. Panels c
and d show the potentials for the Weimer 1996 model using representative inputs for each storm.
Here, we see the shape of the potential change between the two storms due to the differences in
the interplanetary magnetic and electric fields. Like the UNH-IMEF model, the Weimer model
shows a much stronger potential for 2015 storm (panel d) primarily due to a ∼ 50% increase in
interplanetary magnetic field strength over the 2013 storm. The Weimer model’s potential patterns
also vary with the IMF angle. The potentials are strongest for an IMF angle of 180°, which corresponds to Bz southward. The IMF during the 2015 storm is closer to this maximum, a 13.5° offset
from south compared to the 28° offset during the 2013 storm. However, while both IMF angles are
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close to 180°, they have different By components, with the > 180° IMF angle for the 2013 storm
denoting a negative By value and the < 180° IMF angle for the 2015 storm denoting a positive By
value. Weimer (1995) found the duskward lobe to be stronger and more circular and the dawnward
lobe to be weaker and more crescent in the northern hemisphere for positive By values. This trend
reverses for negative By values, although the dawn cell isn’t nearly as enhanced for negative By as
the dusk cell is for positive By. Thus, the 2015 potential is stronger not only due to the increase
in the IMF, but also due to having a more effective IMF angle. The potential’s shape is affected
further by the opposite directions of By, which changes the shape of the potential lobes. However,
the By dependence is reversed in the southern hemisphere, and it’s likely that using a model based
on only one hemisphere overestimates this effect at the equator. Panel e shows a Volland-Stern
potential with a shielding factor of 2 for Kp of 6.5 using the parametrization by Maynard and Chen
(1975). Panel f shows a 2-hour offset Volland-Stern potential for a Kp of 8.5. Kistler et al. (1989)
found that an eastward offset of 2-hours was needed to match observed features in the energy
spectra.
The main purpose of this study is to test how successful these models are in determining the
drift trajectories during the storm. A drift trajectory that intersects the spacecraft has covered a
wide range of positions, and lasted for many hours. Comparing the in situ electric field during
the inbound pass with the model field cannot show how well the electric field matches for the
current storm over the drift trajectory because it is only a local measurement, but can still give an
indication of how well the model electric field compares with the actual storm-time field. Figure
4.3 shows a comparison of the y-component of the electric field for VAP-A EFW data (black)
with the Weimer 96 model (green), UNH-IMEF model (red) and Volland-Stern model with a 2hour offset (dark blue) and no offset (light blue) as a function of L-value during the storm-time
pass in the co-rotating frame. Because of the harmonic fit of the potential, the Weimer model can
have oscillatory artifacts in the electric field at low L-values. We plot the field with a dotted line
where we believe the model is showing us these artifacts and not a prediction for the electric field.
Because the models may underestimate the storm-time electric field, we plot the electric field for
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Figure 4.2: Top (Bottom): Electric potential in the inertial frame for the UNH-IMEF, Weimer 96
and (2 hour offset) Volland-Stern electric field models with representative inputs for the March 17,
2013 (2015) storm with the modeled Van Allen Probe passes plotted.
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Figure 4.3: Along orbit electric field (y-component) in the corotating frame as measured by Van
Allen Probe A EFW and modeled with the UNH-IMEF, Weimer 96, and Volland Stern (with and
without offset) using actual (top) and enhanced (bottom) solar wind inputs for the 2013 (left) and
2015 (right) storms.

the model with both the measured input (top) and an enhanced input (bottom) where we multiply
the measured IEF values by a factor of 2 for the March 17, 2013 storm and a factor of 1.5 for the
March 17, 2015 storm. These factors represent the largest increase in the IEF while staying under
the maximum value of 15 mV/m for the UNH-IMEF model. For the Volland-Stern potential, we
increase the Kp to a value of 8.5.
As expected, the measured electric field shows more structure in L than the model field that
are based on fits and averages. For the 2013 storm (panels a and b), the Van Allen Probes EFW
data show a wide enhancement of 1.5-2.0 mV/m along the orbit from L = 3.0 - 4.5 that exceeds the
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electric field predicted by any of the models. The EFW electric field steadily falls off below L =
3.0. Using the measured solar wind values as inputs (panel a), the UNH-IMEF and Weimer electric
models predict an electric field of ∼ .7 mV/m at L > 3.5. Compared to observations, both models
greatly underestimate the field in this range. Both the Weimer and the UNH-IMEF fields drop off
below L = 3.5, however, the Weimer field decreases about twice as fast as the UNH-IMEF field.
This results in a stronger electric field for the UNH-IMEF from L = 2.7-3.5. The Volland-Stern
field is relatively flat with a magnitude around 1 mV/m at L = 5 that slowly decreases to ∼.5 mV/m
at L = 2. The offset potential is ∼ .75 mV/m at L = 5 and decreases more slowly, ending up with a
similar electric field strength at L = 2 as the non-rotated field. While all electric field models show
agreement at L shells above 3.5, the Volland-Stern field is the only one that penetrates down to L
= 2.5 as seen in observations. Increasing the solar wind inputs to the model (panel b) increases
the model electric field, but does not change their features. With the enhanced inputs, the models
show agreement with the magnitude of the Van Allen Probe measurements at L > 3.5, but still
underestimate the electric field at L = 2.5-3.5. For the enhanced Volland-Stern electric fields, the
field with no rotation matches the magnitude and shape of the observed electric field at L = 2.5 and
3.5, while the rotated potential still underestimates the electric field along the orbit.
For the 2015 storm (panels c and d), the Van Allen Probes EFW data show an electric field just
above 1 mV/m at L = 3.7, the highest L value for which there was data for this pass. The EFW
field sharply peaks at just above 2 mV/m at L = 3.5 before falling to below 1 mV/m at L = 3.3.
Below L = 3.0, the subtraction of the motional electric field (Vsc x B) for the EFW instrument does
not work well. We have denoted this area with a transition from solid to dotted line, and do not
consider this data in our comparison. The Weimer model shows an electric field of 2 mV/m at its
peak around L = 4.5, matching in magnitude but not location with the data. The UNH-IMEF field
shows a peak at L = 3.6 of 1.5 mV/m, predicting the right location of the electric field peak along
the orbit, but with a lower magnitude and less localized peak. At lower L shells the UNH-IMEF
field shows a slow decrease below L = 3.5 down to around 1 mV/m at L = 3.0, overestimating the
field at L = 3.0 - 3.3. The Weimer field decreases starting at L = 4.5 and fails to penetrate below
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L = 3.5. The Volland-Stern field shows little change in magnitude with L, and underestimates the
electric field at L > 3.3 while showing good agreement at L = 3.0-3.3. The offset Volland-Stern
field agrees in magnitude at L = 3.5, but is slightly lower at lower L values and slightly higher at
higher L-values. Increasing the solar wind inputs (panel d) raises the UNH-IMEF field to ∼ 2.2
mV/m at L = 3.5, slightly above the EFW peak. The enhanced inputs cause the UNH-IMEF field
to overestimate the electric field at L < 3.5 by a significant amount. The enhanced Weimer field
increases in magnitude, but is still peaked too far out and doesn’t penetrate to low L shells. The
Volland-Stern field has almost no noticeable change, since the Kp index was 8 during this event,
and the magnitude of the field peaks at Kp = 8.5.
Comparing the electric field along the Van Allen probes orbit shows that the empirical models
(Weimer and UNH-IMEF) estimate the electric field fairly well above L = 3.5 with enhanced
inputs. In both storms, the Weimer model shows poor agreement below L = 3.5, falling off much
faster than the data and other models. As expected, the measured field shows much more variation
(either spatial or temporal) than the empirical models based on long-time averages. None of the
models were able to reproduce the enhancement at L = 3.0 during the 2013 storm. The VollandStern gives reasonable electric field values for both storms, but fails to capture the structure of the
observed electric field.

4.4

Data-Model Comparison

The drifts in the prescribed electric and magnetic fields lead to particular features in the energy
spectra. In particular, there is an energy cutoff above which ions do not have drift access to the
inner magnetosphere. At the inner edge, there is an energy-dependent boundary below which the
particles cannot convect. These access boundaries are quite clear in both the observations and
the trajectory models, and so can be used to test how well the models reproduce the convection
electric field. For our first comparison, we compare the energy spectrum of O+ . Because it has a
relatively long charge exchange life-time, we expect the observed O+ boundaries to represent the
drift boundaries. Figures 4.4 and 4.6 shows the 90° pitch angle O+ distribution function versus
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energy spectrogram using HOPE data compared with drift time versus energy spectrograms for
the backwards tracing of ions using the different electric field models. To determine the drift
time spectrograms, we model the drift trajectory of an ion with a 90° degree pitch angle for each
energy in the HOPE spectrogram at one minute resolution along the Van Allen Probes’ orbit. To
determine the drift paths, we use the modeled potential, calculated with real-time inputs, combined
with a dipole magnetic field to determine the drift velocity. We use a second-order Runge-Kutta
method with a one minute time step to calculate our drift paths (see appendix B2). Our tracing
starts at the spacecraft observation point, and using a negative time step we backwards trace the
ion trajectories. We define the drift time of the ions as the time they take to reach the night side
plasma sheet, defined at L > 6 and X > 5 on the night side. If the drift does not reach the plasma
sheet within 14 hours, it is shown as white. The 14-hour time frame covers the entire main phase
of the March, 17 2013 storm. For the 2015 storm, which has a longer main phase, we assume ions
with drifts longer than 14 hours have significant enough charge exchange loss that they do not have
meaningful access. We plot the drift times for both realistic electric field input parameters (figure
4.2 b,d, and f) along with the enhanced input parameters (figure 4.2 b, d, and f). The first column
shows the spectra for 1-50 keV. In the second column we plot the spectra in a reduced energy range
(10-50 keV) to more clearly show the upper energy boundaries. Reference lines are plotted at 20
and 40 keV.
Figure 4.4 shows the data-model comparison for the March 17, 2013 storm. Panel a shows the
90° O+ distribution function versus energy spectra for Probe A. The Van Allen Probe data shows
a sharp drop-off in the distribution for energies above 40 keV starting below L = 3.8, a feature
that indicates the boundary between drift paths open to the plasma sheet and drift paths on closed
circular trajectories. Ions with energies up to 40 keV have access down to L = 2.3. A nose structure
(narrower energy range with access to lower L) centered around 20 keV has access down to L = 2.
Panel b shows the particle drift times from the UNH-IMEF simulation using realistic IEF data as
input. The white indicates regions where the particles are on closed drift paths that never reach the
plasma sheet. Here, we see that the highest energy with access is much lower than observed in the
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Figure 4.4: (a) HOPE A O+ distribution function vs energy spectrogram with (b-g) modeled drift
time versus energy spectra for 1-50 keV (left) and 10-50 keV (right).
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data. While the Van Allen Probes data showed that particles up to 40 keV have access, the model
fails to provide access to particles > 20 keV. The model shows a similar nose structure to the data,
but the nose structure in the model is centered just below 10 keV, much lower in energy than the
20 keV nose observed in the data. Panel c shows the results for the UNH-IMEF model simulation
with the inputs enhanced by a factor of 2. This factor was necessary to match the measured electric
field at L = 4 in the along orbit electric field comparison, although it still underestimated the field
at lower L shells. With the enhanced electric field, higher energy ions now have access to the lower
L’s, with energies up to almost 40 keV reaching down to L = 4. However, at L shells below that,
the high energy boundary drops off much faster than in the data. While the data shows particles
up to 40 keV at L = 2.5, the enhanced simulation shows access for particles only up to 20-25
keV. Furthermore, the enhanced electric field no longer produces the nose structure shown in the
data and model with realistic inputs. The disagreement between the data and the enhanced IEF
simulation is consistent with the electric field comparison, as the enhanced inputs matched well at
L = 4, but not at lower L shells.
The Weimer model (figure 4.4d) shows better agreement with the data at L > 3 compared to the
UNH-IMEF model. The model shows full access to the HOPE energy range down to L = 4.3, where
the open/closed drift boundary drops to ∼ 35 keV. The boundary slowly drops down to 20 keV at
L =3. However, below L = 3 the Weimer model fails to provide significant access to particles at
ring current energies. With enhanced inputs, the Weimer model shows even better agreement with
the data, matching the drop of the open/closed drift boundary down to 40 keV at around L = 3.8.
Below L =3.2, however, the boundary drops off, and again the model fails to provide significant
access to ring current ions. The Volland-Stern models (panels f and g) show a steady decrease in
the open/closed drift boundary down to L = 2. The 2-hour offset potential (panel g) raises the open
closed/drift boundary by 5-10 keV, providing the highest open/closed drift boundary of any of the
models. The model matches the drop in access around L = 3.5, but still underestimates the access
at L < 3.
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Figure 4.5: Backward traced drift paths for the energies / L shells marked on Figure 4. Symbols
are plotted every hour.
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Figure 4.5 shows sample drift paths at 3 locations along the orbit for the 3 different electric field
models, with realistic inputs used for the top row, and the enhanced inputs for the UNH-IMEF and
Weimer 96 and the rotated Volland-Stern in the bottom row. The initial energies and L value used
for the backwards tracing are marked with diamonds symbols on the right side of figure 4.4. The
15 keV ion at L = 2.6 (red trace) only has access for the UNH-IMEF and Volland-Stern fields, both
realistic and enhanced versions. This is representative of the highest energy with access at this
L shell. The drift paths show these ions have direct access, with the energy-dependent westward
gradient-curvature drift only starting to dominate the motion at the end of the orbit. Because the
orbit is so eastward and dawnward at low L shells, the higher energy particles don’t have access
here due to the increased strength of their westward drift. The 40 and 50 keV ions at L = 3.3
and 4.3 (green / blue) have direct access for the Volland-Stern (both non-rotated and rotated) and
enhanced Weimer models. Here particles take only a few hours to drift in. While the enhanced
UNH-IMEF model was able to provide access for these ions, the drift paths are very different.
Ions in the enhanced UNH-IMEF model must first drift westward around the dayside, reaching the
spacecraft location after ∼ 9 hours.
Figure 4.6 shows the data-model comparison for the March 17, 2015 storm. Panel a shows
the O+ distribution function versus energy spectra for Probe A. The data show energies above the
HOPE energy range (> 50 keV) have access down to L ∼ 2.3, below which the access of the
highest energies decreases down to 30 keV just below L = 2. The data shows a nose structure
centered around 30 keV penetrating down to L ∼ 1.85. Panels b and c show the particle access for
the UNH-IMEF model using both realistic and enhanced IEF input. The realistic IEF input, panel
b, shows the access for the full HOPE energy range down to L = 3.2, much further out than the L
= 2.5 drop-off in the data. At L = 2.1, the model shows a drift boundary of ∼ 25 keV while the
data shows access for ions up to ∼ 40 keV. The model shows a nose structure centered around 10
keV that has access down to L = 1.7. The enhanced UNH-IMEF model, panel c, shows the energy
drop off at L ∼ 2.7, further in than the realistic IEF and closer to the L = 2.5 drop-off observed
in the data. At L = 2.1, the enhanced model provides access for particles up to 40 keV, matching
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Figure 4.6: (a) HOPE A O+ distribution function vs energy spectrogram with (b-g) modeled drift
time versus energy spectra for 1-50 keV (left) and 10-50 keV (right).
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the observed access of the Van Allen Probes. However, the enhanced model shows particle access
down to L = 1.55, much lower than observed in the data, with no nose structure. The Weimer
model (panels d and e) matches the observed access at L > 3.5, but the open/closed drift boundary
decreases fast at lower L shells. The Weimer model sees no appreciable increase in particle access
with increased inputs, and fails to provide access to ring current particles at L < 3. The VollandStern model (panel f) shows a decrease in the open/closed drift boundary starting at L = 3.5 down
to just below 20 keV. The open/closed drift boundary decreases below the HOPE energy limit at L
= 3.5, falling to 20 keV at L = 2.1. Rotating the potential (panel g) increases the open/closed drift
boundary, moving the fall of the open/closed boundary below 50 keV down to L = 3.0 and creating
a nose-structure at ∼ 15 keV. At L= 2.1, the offset Volland-Stern model shows an open/closed
boundary just below 30 keV, 10 keV below the data.
For the 2015 storm, both the UNH-IMEF and the rotated Volland Stern electric field models do
a reasonable job recreating the observed access. While the enhanced UNH-IMEF model matches
the access at L = 2.1, it also overestimates the access at low L shells. The offset Volland-Stern field,
while underestimating the access, does a better job creating the observed nose structure and L shell
boundary at L = 2. However, if we look at the 3-hour drift boundary (transition from blue to green),
the enhanced UNH-IMEF shows this boundary at L = 2.3, while the offset Volland-Stern shows the
boundary at L = 3. Furthermore, the UNH-IMEF model shows this boundary to be highly energy
dependent, with the boundary reaching the lowest L value around 10 keV. This boundary is less
energy dependent in the UNH-IMEF model with enhanced inputs, and the Volland-Stern models
show very little energy dependence for the boundary. Thus, while both models provide access to L
= 2, they do so with different drift paths.
Figure 4.7 shows the drift path for a 40 keV ion at L = 2.6, 3.0, and 3.4 using the six variations of
the electric field models. The energies and L value of these are marked as with diamonds symbols
on the right side of figure 4.6. Panels a and b show the drift paths for the realistic and enhanced
UNH-IMEF model. While both provide access at all three L values, the enhanced model provides
much faster drifts. At L = 2.6, the 40 keV ion must take a long drift path, drifting eastward around
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Figure 4.7: Backward traced drift paths for the energies / L shells marked on Figure 4.6. Symbols
are plotted every hour.
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to the dayside before gradient drifting westward back to the spacecraft location for the realistic
model. Enhancing the inputs provides more direct access, with a drift time around 3 hours rather
than the ∼ 11-hour drift using realistic inputs. The Weimer model is only able to provide access at
L = 3.4, and only with enhanced inputs. For the Volland-Stern potential (panel e), the 40 keV ion
only has access for L = 3.4. Rotating the potential (panel f) allows ions to reach down to L = 2.6
with a long drift path that reaches eastward to the dayside, similar to the UNH-IMEF model with
realistic inputs. While the rotated Volland-Stern and both UNH-IMEF electric fields were able to
provide access to the 40 keV at low L shells (L = 2.7), only the enhanced UNH-IMEF potential
was able to provide fast access.
At low L shells, charge exchange losses are increased due to both the higher neutral hydrogen
density closer earthward and the longer drift times particles take to reach the lower L shells (L <
3.0). Therefore, while the models show access at low L shells, if the drifts are too long there will
be significant flux lost due to this loss. Several times in our analysis we observed different models
provide ion access with different drifts. These drifts have different losses associated with them. To
better understand the ‘fitness’ of the ion drift paths of our models, we simulate the effect of charge
exchange along our modeled drift paths and compare this loss with the features observed in the
data. For our charge exchange loss, we use a neutral H model (Hodges, 1994) along with species
cross-section interpolated from the values derived in Smith and Bewtra (1978) to calculate the net
effect of charge exchange along our modeled drift paths.
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 shows the H+ distribution function versus energy spectra (panel a) along
with simulated H+ distribution versus energy spectra with and without the modeled charge exchange loss applied. To produce spectra for our models, we take a sample distribution function
from further out in the Van Allen Probes’ pass and move it in adiabatically, keeping the distribution function constant along lines of constant mu (energy / magnetic field strength). We then apply
the modeled charge exchange loss to this spectrum. We use the model estimation to account for
the loss already experienced by our input spectrum.
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Figure 4.8: H+ distribution function vs energy spectra for (a) HOPE A and (b-g) modeled with
(right) and without (left) charge exchange. The associated particle pressures (1-20 keV) are plotted
below.
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For the 2013 storm, the Van Allen Probes data show steep drop offs in distribution function
for particles over 40 keV down to L = 2.6. This boundary moves down to above 25 keV at L =
2.3, where there is a boundary in L where particles at all energies experience a sharp drop-off in
flux. The UNH-IMEF model (row b) shows significant charge exchange effects starting at L =
3. At higher L shells, we see fluxes start to fall due to charge exchange effects for the highest
energy channel around 15 keV. Increasing the inputs results in faster drift times, and moves the
boundary inward to just above L = 2.5. The distribution function drops off for the enhanced
UNH-IMEF model at just above 20 keV down to about L = 2.6 where it gradually moves down
below 10 keV by L ∼ 2.3. While the Weimer model wasn’t able to provide access below L =
3, where it does provide access, L = 3-3.5, there is more loss due to the longer drift times (figure
4.6). With enhanced inputs, the Weimer model is able to provide access to ions up to 40 keV
around L = 3.5. Here we see there is less loss compared to the enhanced UNH-IMEF model which
also provided access for this energy range, but had increased loss for energies above 20 keV. The
Volland-Stern model shows a similar profile to the enhanced UNH-IMEF model, except with less
loss at higher energies, better matching the data. Rotating the Volland-Stern potential (g) raises the
energy where the distribution function drops off, with both potentials only showing significant loss
in the highest energies that have access. The rotated potential shows particles drifting deeper into
the magnetosphere before seeing a drop-off due to charge exchange, showing a similar boundary
in L to the enhanced UNH-IMEF. It is clear that while none of the models show particularly good
agreement with the data, the Volland-Stern and, where there is access, the Weimer model better
match the data. Figure 4.5 showed the drift paths for these models having direct, fast access from
the night side while the UNH-IMEF model drift paths were long, drifting around the day side.
This shows that while the UNH-IMEF model does provide access for these higher energies, the
drift paths provided are not appropriate.
The bottom of Figure 4.8 shows the calculated H+ particle pressure for the HOPE data and
simulated spectra. For the UNH-IMEF and Weimer models, the enhanced inputs are shown with
lines of greater thickness. The bottom-left panel shows the measured H+ pressure, black dashed
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line, along with the modeled pressures with no charge exchange loss for energies below 20 keV.
Modeled particle pressures here are only a function of particles access. Pressures for the VollandStern and enhanced UNH-IMEF models start to outpace the measured pressure below L = 3.0
where the HOPE data starts to experience charge exchange loss. As the models’ open/closed drift
boundary decrease below 20 keV at low L shells, we see their pressures drop. Comparing the
HOPE data to models with no loss show the effect of charge exchange loss slowly increasing down
to L = 2.5. By L = 2.3, charge exchange has effectively removed particle access. The bottom-right
panel shows the same data with the modeled charge exchange loss applied. Here, none of the
models show higher H+ pressure than the data. Both the offset Volland-Stern and enhanced UNHIMEF models match the data well down to L = 2.7, but underestimate below due to the increasing
charge exchange effects. This shows that ions in the data have much faster access in the data for L
= 2.3-2.7 than provided by the models.
For the 2015 storm (figure 4.9), the Van Allen Probes data shows the distribution brought
inwards down to L ∼ 2.5 before significant loss is observed. At L = 2.5, we start to observe some
loss for particles around 40 keV. At L = 2.3-2.5, there are signs of loss for 20-40 keV particles. A
sharp boundary in L is observed at L = 2.2, with fluxes dropping off significantly at lower L shells.
A sharp energy boundary is observed extending from ∼ 30 keV at L = 2.2 up to 50 keV at L = 2.4.
The UNH-IMEF model (panel b) shows a similar drop off in flux at all energies for L < 2.5 when
charge exchange is included. The drop-off at energies > 20 keV, however, start at too low an energy
in the model and particles below 20 keV show access to lower L shells than the data. Increasing
the inputs to the UNH-IMEF model (panel c) allows the distribution to reach lower L shells and at
higher energies. At L = 2.5, we see the transition from green to blue at 40 keV, matching the data.
The enhanced model recreates the L boundary fairly well at 20-40 keV, however, at lower energies
this boundary from extends even further inwards than observation. Both Volland-Stern models
(panels f and g) show similar profiles, with the rotated model showing the population penetrating
lower in L and higher in energy than the non-rotated model. The Volland-Stern model shows signs
of charge exchange loss starting at L = 3.5, much further out than either the data or UNH-IMEF
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Figure 4.9: H+ distribution function vs energy spectra for (a) HOPE A and (b-g) modeled with
(right) and without (left) charge exchange. The associated particle pressures (1-20 keV) are plotted
below.
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model. This is due to the longer drift times provided by the Volland-Stern model compared to the
UNH-IMEF model (figure 4.6).
The bottom of Figure 4.9 shows shows the H+ particle pressure comparisons for the data and
models. The bottom-left panel shows the measured H+ pressure, black dashed line, along with
the modeled pressures with no charge exchange loss. Modeled particle pressures here are only a
function of particles access. The UNH-IMEF (red) and offset Volland-Stern (dark blue) both agree
with the data down to L = 3.0, suggesting there is little charge exchange at L > 3. At lower L
shells the offset Volland-Stern and realistic UNH-IMEF models agrees well with the data. This is
by coincident that the difference in access matches the charge exchange loss. The Volland-Stern
model (blue) shows a similar profile, but with lower pressure due to the decreased access compared
to the off-set model. We found the enhanced UNH-IMEF model (thick red) best matched the
observed access. We can infer from the difference between the model without loss and observation
that there is an increasing effect of charge exchange in the HOPE data starting at L = 2.8, and
the effects of charge exchange prevents any substantial ring current pressure to penetrate below L
= 2.3. The bottom-right panel shows the model comparison taking into account charge exchange
loss. The enhanced UNH-IMEF is the only model that produces a particle pressure comparable to
the data. The enhanced UNH-IMEF model matches fairly well down to L = 2.5. The model shows
the charge exchange loss to outpace the adiabatic energization around below L = 2.5, where the
data shows this effect at L = 2.3. The model overestimates the particles pressure below L = 2.2,
likely due to the enhanced access to lower L shells in the model. Because of the similarity in access
between the data and model, this result shows the charge exchange losses are fairly accurate. The
other models provide about half the measured particle pressure for L = 2.5-3.0. This is due to
both an underestimation of particle access and increased charge exchange losses due to longer drift
times for these models.
While both the Volland-Stern and the UNH-IMEF models provide particle access down to L
= 2 for the 2015 storm, modeling charge exchange loss suggests the UNH-IMEF electric field
model provides more appropriate drifts. Comparing drift paths (figure 4.7 b and f) shows that ions
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in our Volland-Stern simulation take longer to drift in and spend more time at low L shells—the
drift paths tend to send particles to low L shells eastward of the observation point from which
they drift primarily azimuthally back to the spacecraft location. For example, figure 4.7 b and
g show that a 40 keV in the enhanced UNH-IMEF simulation drifts azimuthally for just over an
hour after drifting primarily radially, while the same particle in the offset Volland-Stern field drift
azimuthally for ∼ 4 hours. The results for the 2015 storm are in contrast to the 2013 storm, where
the Volland-Stern field showed faster access and better overall agreement.

4.5

Summary

We have looked at electric field data and particle access for two storms using 3 different electric
field models. We have found for both storms that the Weimer electric field is too weak to reproduce
the observed access for L < 3.5, and therefore is a poor choice for adequately strong storms where
ions have access to these low L-shells. Furthermore, we found that all the model electric fields
were too weak during storm-time conditions, and better agreement was found by increasing the
inputs to the models.
During the 2013 storm, all the models failed to capture the large electric field enhancement
measured by the Van Allen Probes at L = 3.0. Both the Weimer and UNH-IMEF captured an
enhancement at L = 4, but failed to capture the penetration the electric field to lower L shells. The
Volland-Stern electric field does not have a localized peak, and always increases with increasing
L. Due to the flatter shape of the Volland-Stern electric field along the orbit, it penetrated lower
than the other models. None of the models were able to adequately capture the penetration of
20-40 keV particles down to L = 2 observed by the Van Allen Probes during the 2013 storm, most
likely due to the underestimation of the electric field at low L shells in the models. Furthermore,
our comparison showed that the drift paths of the energies that did have access were not always
appropriate. At L = 3.5, the Weimer and Volland-Stern models were able to provide access to >
20 keV with realistic charge exchange loss, but the UNH-IMEF model provided long drift paths
that traveled around the dayside, resulting in much more loss than observed in the data. At low
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L shells, for the energies that had access, the drift times were too long, resulting in more charge
exchange loss than observed.
For the 2015 storm, the UNH-IMEF and offset Volland-Stern models were able to adequately
reproduce the observed nose structure and access in L. Increasing the inputs to the UNH-IMEF
model resulted in better agreement for 20-40 keV particles at low L shells, but did not produce a
nose and overestimated ion access at L < 2. The model with enhanced inputs, however, overestimated the electric field along the s/c path as well as the penetration of < 20 keV particles. However,
comparing charge exchange loss shows that the drift paths of the enhanced UNH-IMEF model best
recreated the observed charge exchange loss, with the simulated pressure showing good agreement
with the data for similar ion access. While the Volland-Stern model was able to recreate much
of the access, the charge exchange comparison showed the drift times were too long resulting in
much more charge exchange loss than observed in the data.
Our previous study of the March 17, 2013 storm (Menz et al., 2017) showed evidence that the
large O+ ring current which dominated the particle pressure was due to inward adiabatic convection
of an observed O+ enhancement in the near-earth plasma sheet (L∼ 6). However, convection using
these empirical models does not bring the higher energy particles in far enough, and so we do not
expect to be able to reproduce the observed ring current pressure. Indeed, we found that all models
predicted a pressure that is too low. However, our success in modeling the access for the 2015 storm
allowed a simple comparison of the H+ particle pressure using a spectrum from further out in the
orbit drifted inward adiabatically assuming charge exchange along the drift path. The enhanced
UNH-IMEF model was able to sufficiently match the observed access and particle pressure.
Our calculations of inward transport including charge exchange assumed a constant source at
the boundary. The H+ plasma sheet source spectrum was relatively constant during the main phase
of these storms, so this assumption worked reasonably well for modeling the H+ spectra. However,
because of the variation in the O+ source, this simple analysis is not sufficient to model the O+
contribution to the ring current. Using the convection results of this study, future work will model
the O+ particle pressure using a more realistic, dynamic source.
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Overall, we find that while inward convection combined with charge exchange loss explains
quite well the features that are observed in the energy spectra, the specific energies and L-values
at which the transitions from open to closed drift paths occur is quite sensitive to the convection
electric field. Because the electric field during storm times varies in both space and time during
the storm, it is difficult for empirical models based on long-term averages to adequately replicate
the storm-time field. However, the fact that the observed energy cutoffs were not found in the
simulation when increasing the magnitude of the electric field means that the shape of the electric
field potentials must also be changing as geomagnetic activity increases. The ring current pressure
is also quite sensitive to the energies at which these energy cut-offs occur, and so a model that
gives reasonable qualitative agreement can still over or underestimate the pressure significantly.
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CHAPTER 5
EFFECTS OF A REALISTIC O+ SOURCE ON MODELING THE RING
CURRENT

5.1

Introduction

The two biggest factors controlling ring current enhancement during magnetic storms has been
shown to be electric field strength and nightside plasma sheet density (Liemohn and Khazanov,
2005). We have previously looked at the inner magnetosphere electric field as measured by the
Van Allen Probes and as provided by several electric field models for a large geomagnetic storm
on March 17, 2015. In that study, we found that an enhanced version of the UNH-IMEF electric
field model in which the solar wind input parameters are increased by a factor of 1.5 best matched
the observed spectral features and produced reasonable drift trajectories. The observed H+ particle
pressure was adequately reproduced by taking the observed spectrum at L = 4, moving it inwards
adiabatically, and applying charge exchange loss estimated along the modeled drift paths. However, due to frequent temporal changes in the O+ plasma sheet population during storms, a more
dynamic source population is required to explain the dominant O+ particle pressure.
To create a ring current, magnetospheric models require a boundary condition for the plasma
entering the inner magnetosphere from the night-side plasma sheet. The simplest approach is to
use a Gaussian distribution, e.g. Jordanova et al. (1994). For a more accurate boundary condition,
particle data in the night-side plasma sheet region can be been used. Fok et al. (1993) and Jordanova
et al. (1996) used compiled data from the AMPTE/CHEM mission over a two-year period (Kistler
et al., 1989) for a more realistic nightside source. More recently, models have used geosynchronous
spacecraft, such as LANL GEO, for a continuous measurement of the nightside ion fluxes during
storms (Jordanova et al., 2001, 2006; Chen et al., 2006). Due to lack of composition data on
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these satellites, including O+ in the simulations requires using an empirically derived relation (e.g.
Young et al. (1982)) to determine the O+ /H+ ratio (Jordanova et al., 2010). O+ increases in the
plasma sheet on both storm and substorm (< 30 min) timescales. While the energy density of both
H+ and O+ increase during substorms, O+ has been shown to be preferentially enhanced (Moebius
et al., 1987; Kistler et al., 1990; Nosé et al., 2000a,b). Because of the importance of these short
time-scale enhancements in the plasma sheet O+ population, accurately modeling the plasma sheet
source of O+ has been difficult. The empirical models such as Young et al. (1982) or Kistler and
Mouikis (2016) are based on Kp, and so only vary on 3-hour time scales.
The Van Allen Probes mission is ideal for studying both the substorm O+ enhancements in
the near-earth plasma sheet and the storm-time ring current in the inner magnetosphere. The Van
Allen Probes’ orbit makes two cuts in MLT through the storm-time ring current (L = 2-5) and can
provide several hours of measurement of the inner edge of the plasma sheet (L∼ 6) when its apogee
is close to midnight. When the two spacecraft orbits are out of phase, this coverage improves to
near continuous coverage of the near-earth plasma sheet. In this study, we use Van Allen Probes
data to compare O+ measurements of the storm-time ring current several hours after observation
of several O+ dominant substorm enhancements in the near-earth plasma sheet. Using modeled
drift times and charge exchange loss for ring current ions along the Van Allen Probes orbit, we are
able to test how well our realistic source, convected inwards adiabatically, is able to account for
the O+ enhancements observed in the ring current.

5.2

Instrumentation / Methodology

We use data from the Van Allen Probes, a mission consisting of two identical spacecraft flying
in near equatorial orbits spanning 1.2 to 6 Re. HOPE, part of the ECT instrument suite (Funsten
et al., 2013), measures H+ , He+, O+ and electrons from ∼ 1 eV up to 60 keV. We use H+ and O+
particle fluxes from the HOPE instrument, 1-60 keV, to measure the both the near-earth plasma
sheet and the ring current.
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The plasma sheet is the immediate source for the storm-time ring current (Daglis et al., 1999).
The time it takes for plasma sheet ions to drift into the inner magnetosphere depends on both
energy and location. In order to compare the ring current population with the plasma sheet source,
it is necessary to estimate a drift time to determine how far back in time the population measured
in the ring current was in the source region. To estimate this relation, we use a dipole field and an
empirical electric field model to simulate the drift times from the ring current to the plasma sheet
for each Van Allen Probes energy along its trajectory through the ring current, using the same
technique described in Chapter 4 of the dissertation. In that study, we found the best data-model
agreement using the UNH-IMEF model with a factor of 1.5 on the real-time IEF input, and we use
those results for this study. To estimate charge exchange loss, we use a neutral H model (Hodges,
1994) along with the cross-section for charge exchange for each species from Smith and Bewtra
(1978).
Figure 5.1 shows the O+ differential flux spectra for both Probes A and B along with the plasma
beta (using only HOPE energies) and Dst during the storm. The time of the simulated Probe A pass
near minimum Dst has been highlighted. During the storm, there are frequent drop outs in flux on
both probes when the probes are close to apogee. These periods of low plasma beta (β < ∼ .1)
indicate that the probes are no longer in the plasma sheet, likely a consequence of the relatively
high magnetic latitude (> 10°) of the probes during parts of the orbit and the stretched tail during
the storm. These periods were excluded from the source data. Further, the fluxes from Probe B
during this storm were noticeably lower than probe A. This is apparent by comparing the edge
of the ring current during the later passes (13:00-23:00 UT). This is a known issue where Probe
B often experiences a gain decrease during magnetic storms (private communication with HOPE
team). In our source data, we have applied a factor (between ∼ 2-4, which increases in time) to the
probe B fluxes determined by comparing the overlapping energy bin (∼ 50 keV) of the RBSPICE
and HOPE H+ products.
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Figure 5.1: 90° O+ differential flux vs energy spectra and plasma beta (1-50 keV) for Van Allen
Probe A and B during the storm. Below, the Dst index is plotted.
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Figure 5.2: (top): Night-side O+ source compiled with measurements from both Van Allen Probes
(L > 5). (bottom): Interpolated O+ source used as input for the simulations.
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5.3

Source

Figure 5.2 shows the source data for used for our night-side boundary. We use data from both Van
Allen Probes when they are in the source region (L > 5 on the night side). The top panel shows
the raw data taken from both probes. The bottom panel shows the interpolated data as used by our
simulation. From 14:00-18:00 UT coverage of the source region is poor due to probe B being out
of the plasma sheet during most of its apogee pass. During this period, we interpolate the source
data using two hour averaged source of each side of the gap. The O+ source population starts
to show variability near the start of the storm (∼06:00 UT) with periodic enhancements frequent
throughout the storm. Figure 5.3 shows a 5-hour window before the inbound pass of interest. We
plot both the O+ /H+ flux ratio (panel a) as well as the H+ and O+ distribution functions for 3
chosen mu values. These mu values correspond to energies 1-10 keV in the source, but 20-50
keV at the peak of the ring current pressure at L = 2.5. The O+ /H+ flux ratio shows two large
increases in the O+ at about 18:50 and 22:40 UT, henceforth referred to as enhancement 1 and
2 respectively. These enhancements last for around 20-30 minutes. The line plots, (panels b-d)
show large enhancements at 20 and 33 eV/nT for enhancement 1, while enhancement 2 show large
increases at 10 and 20 eV/nT. Below, we show both the Bz measured by the Van Allen Probes along
with the high energy RBSPICE ion fluxes (50-500 keV), and ion fluxes from SOPA instrument
on the 02A and 04A LANL-GEO spacecraft. The sharp increase in Bz and energetic ion fluxes
from multiple spacecraft are clear observations of a dipolarization event with substorm injection.
Dipolarizations have been shown to provide preferential enhancement of O+ in the plasma sheet
over H+ , most recently by Nose (2016) in a statistical analysis of 2 years of Van Allen Probes data.
Thus, these two events show preferential O+ enhancement due to these dipolarizations.

5.4

Data

Figure 5.4 shows the results of our drift path tracing. Panel a shows the measured O+ distribution
function vs energy spectrum for Probe A and panels b and c show the drift times and initial to final
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Figure 5.3: Probe A 90° O+ /H+ flux ratio (a) with O+ and H+ (x100) distribution functions from
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Figure 5.4: Probe A distribution function vs energy spectrum (a), simulation drift time vs energy
spectrum (b), and simulation initial to final flux (f /fo ) vs energy spectrum. Below (panels d-f),
the same spectra are shown interpolated to the simulation 1-minute resolution and bins where both
data and simulation don’t both show particle access have been removed.
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Figure 5.5: Probe A (a), dynamic simulation (b), and simulation with constant boundary spectrum
(c-f) distribution vs energy spectra (left) and partial pressure vs energy spectra (right). Lines of
constant mu have been overplotted.

flux ratios due to charge exchange calculated using the UNH-IMEF model with enhanced inputs.
Because the aim of this study is to compare the observed ring current with the observed plasma
sheet source, it necessary for the particle access to match. While the spectra from the modeled drift
paths agree well for the locations where there is access, as shown in the previous chapter, the model
does predict that ions will convect in further than is observed. Panels d-f show the same spectra but
including only bins where both the simulation and the data both show access. The resolution of the
HOPE data has been reduced to 1-minute resolution to match the simulation. Thus, the ’matched’
simulation (panels e and f) along with our source data lets us simulate the plasma sheet convecting
into the inner magnetosphere, which can then be compared with the ‘matched’ HOPE data (panel
d) to determine if large scale convection can explain the ring current enhancements.
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Figure 5.5 shows again the O+ distribution function versus energy spectrum (left column) and
partial pressure vs energy spectrum (right column) as measured by the Van Allen Probes (panel a)
and simulated using the UNH-IMEF electric field model using the dynamic (panel b) and constant
(panels c-e) plasma sheet boundaries. Overplotted on the spectra are lines of constant mu (eV/nT).
As particles are convected inwards adiabatically, the distribution function is conserved at constant
mu. With convection as the only acceleration mechanism, the changes in distribution function at
constant mu are only due to changes in the plasma sheet source and particle loss (only charge
exchange in the simulation).
At 23:00 UT there are two red vertical enhancements just under the 10 eV/nT line in both
the data (panel a) and the dynamic simulation (panel b). This feature is more pronounced in the
simulation. In the partial pressure spectra on the right, which highlight features in the higher
energies, both spectra show yellow—bins with > a few nPa of pressure—extending down below
20 keV during this time. These dynamic features are a consequence of the O+ enhancements in
the plasma sheet around 20:00 UT (figure 2) and are not found in the simulation with unchanging
boundary conditions. The dynamic simulation matches the data very well up to 23:00 UT (L = 2.7).
Further in, the distribution function in the dynamic simulation drops off at slightly lower energies
than the data—around 23:10 UT at energies above 30 keV—due to charge exchange calculated in
the model that is not reflected in the data. At lower energies, around 20-30 keV, the simulation
shows ions reaching deeper L shells with less loss.
Panels 5.5 c-f show the simulation with unchanging boundary conditions. Here, the input spectrum that is brought in adiabatically does not change with time. We show results of the simulation
using spectra from before, during, and after both enhancements. We can clearly see how the distribution function is constant along the curved lines of constant mu until charge exchange starts
having an effect at low L shells. For the simulation using a pre-enhancement spectrum from 18:00
UT, we see a much lower distribution function for mu values above 10 eV/nT. This is the area
where we observe the most particle pressure. For the simulation using a spectrum from the first
enhancement, panel d, while the distribution function decreases somewhat below 10 eV/nT, we
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see strong enhancement from the 10 eV/nT to just above the 30 eV/nT. This range of mu values
encompasses most of the pressure enhancements. For the simulation using a spectrum from 20:40
UT, during the second enhancement, we see a large increase at mu values < 10 eV/nT. This low
mu enhancement is consistent with the striped enhancement observed in the data and dynamic
simulation. Furthermore, for this simulation, there is an increase from 10-20 eV/nT over the first
enhancement. For the simulation using the post-enhancement spectrum, shown in panel f, we
see a decrease in most mu values. However, we note that the increase at > 30 eV/nT over the
pre-enhancement spectra persists.
The right column, panels c through f, shows the partial pressure spectra for the simulations
with unchanging boundary conditions. Here, we see the same features in all the spectra, with
increasing pressure with both increasing energy and increasing time (decreasing L shell). For the
pre-enhancement spectra, panel c, we see much lower pressure at every part of the spectra. Using
the spectrum from the first enhancement, panel d, we see enhancement to levels similar to the
data at the pressure peak around 23:00 UT. However, this pressure doesn’t extend to low enough
energies or to as low L shells as the data shows, the latter in part due to the overestimation of
charge exchange previous discussed around 23:10 UT. The simulation using a spectrum from the
second enhancement, panel e, shows even higher pressure. Here, we see this spectrum able to
provide the pressure at every energy and L shell required to match the observations. However, this
spectrum overestimates the magnitude and extend of the pressure at the lowest L shells, around
23:00-23:20 UT. This feature is particularly noticeable at the edge of the spectra. The simulation
using a spectrum from after the enhancements, panel f, matches the data well for L > 3 (21:3023:00 UT), but again fails to capture the breadth of enhancement captured in the data and dynamic
simulation at 23:00 UT and later. Notably, we see the spectrum from the second enhancement
(panel e) overestimating the pressure in the 23:00-23:20 UT region, while the spectra after the
enhancement (panel f) underestimates the pressure.
The total particle pressure for the simulations and data are shown in figure 5.6. The preenhancement simulation (blue line) shows significantly less pressure at every time. At L > 3.5,
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Figure 5.6: O+ particle pressures for Van Allen Probe A data and the simulations with dynamic
and unchanging nightside boundary spectra.
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21:30-22:40 UT, we see the dynamic, second enhancement, and post enhancement sources match
the observed particle pressure, with the first enhancement source showing a slightly lower pressure.
From 22:40-23:00, L = 3.5-2.7, we see the dynamic and second enhancement source overestimate
the pressure, while the first and post enhancement show good agreement with the data. Below L =
2.7, 23:00-23:20 UT, the first and post enhancement pressure start to deviate from the data, showing
a peak pressure around 25 nPa compared to the observed 40 nPa peak of the data. The second
enhancement greatly overestimates the pressure at the peak and further in, showing a pressure just
above 50 nPa extending further in than the data. The dynamic simulation slightly underestimates
the pressure, with a peak around 35 nPa. As discussed earlier, this is in part due to higher charge
exchange loss around 40 keV in the simulation.
It is clear that the O+ source before and after the second enhancement (blue/orange lines) is not
sufficient to provide the observed particle pressure. While the first enhancement does a reasonable
job up to L ∼ 3, both fail to create the observed pressure peak at L ∼ 2.5. Likewise, the source
during second enhancement is able to provide more than enough particle pressure, overestimating
the particle pressure at L = 2.5. The dynamic source, which matched the more complex features
at L < 3, is able to show a suitable enhancement at the peak at L = 2.5. The similarities of the
18:40 and 21:00 UT source show there is a generally enhanced source of O+ during this time, but
to match the data the large temporal increase provided by the second enhancement is necessary.

5.5

Discussion

We have shown how a dynamic nightside source, brought in adiabatically with a modeled electric
field can explain the large O+ enhancements during the March 17, 2015 storm. Further, we have
shown that a dynamic source that changes with time is required to reproduce the observed ring
current enhancement radial profile, and the features and pressure are not reproduced with a static
source. This is in direct contrast with the H+ ring current for this storm, which was adequately
reproduced with a static source measured shortly before the simulated pass in the previous study.
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Ring current simulations commonly use geosynchronous ion data without composition as nightside input. To create an O+ source, a Kp dependent O+ /H+ relation such as provided by Young
et al (1989) is commonly used. Because the Kp index changes on a 3-hour time scale, the O+ /H+
ratio would not change during this time. These assumptions would interpret the plasma sheet enhancements as nearly equal H+ and O+ enhancements. Thus, for more accurate reproduction of
the ring current during storms with significant O+ , a more realistic source is necessary.
In agreement with the results from the study presented in chapter 3, our results show that
adiabatic transport of O+ from the near-earth plasma sheet is sufficient to explain the large stormtime O+ enhancements in the ring current. Further, while simpler boundary conditions are often
sufficient to produce a H+ source, a realistic, dynamic source is required to accurately simulate the
O+ ring current contribution.
In summary, we find that modeling the ring current during large geomagnetic storms presents a
considerable challenge due to both the ineffectiveness of electric field models to accurately reproduce both appropriate drift paths (and thus charge exchange loss) and open/closed energy cut-offs,
along with the necessity for a realistic source that can more accurately capture the O+ enhancements on the substorm time scale.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

In this dissertation we have studied two large geomagnetic storms in order to answer whether
inward, adiabatic convection of the plasma sheet can explain the enhanced storm-time ring current.
For both storms, we have shown that convection of a relatively constant H+ source is sufficient to
explain the measured particle pressure. This is in agreement with previous studies that simulated
storms with empirical convection electric fields and nightside boundary conditions. However, simulations often have trouble reproducing the ring current of large storms. The additional complexity
of the electric fields and the larger contribution of O+ ions with more complex and time varying
boundary conditions are both factors that make simulating these storms more difficult. In both
storms we have showed that using a plasma sheet source population based on spacecraft measurements combined with adiabatic convection sufficiently explain the dominant O+ contributions to
the ring current. The O+ dominance over H+ at low L shells during the March 17, 2013 storm was
due to several factors. Because O+ has a lower charge exchange cross section than H+ at energies
< 40 keV, there is more loss for H+ at low L shells. An observed steeper O+ source spectrum
resulted in lower energies that are the source for the lowest L shells to be increasingly O+ dominant. Lastly, a time varying O+ plasma sheet population with a large enhancement during the start
of the storm caused the lower L shells for which the source was earlier in the plasma sheet to be
increasing enhanced.
Electric field models were used to both determine both how far back in time a particle in the ring
current was in the source population and the charge exchange loss experienced on the calculated
path from the source region to the ring current. Three different electric field models were tested in
order to determine which produced the most accurate drift paths. Our results show the UNH-IMEF,
an explicit inner magnetosphere electric field model, produced the best results. However, in order
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to improve agreement, the solar wind inputs had to be increased in all the models, showing that the
electric fields provided are too weak during large storms. Further, the energy boundaries were not
able to be reproduced during either storm, showing that not only were the fields too weak, but that
the potential patterns for highly disturbed times were inaccurate.
In summation, our results show that convection of the near-earth plasma sheet alone is able to
explain the storm time ring current, and in order to better simulate the ring current large storms with
significant O+ contributions, improvements to both the electric field and O+ boundary conditions
need to be made.
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APPENDIX A
THE CALIBRATION OF THE HOPE INSTRUMENT

A.1

Introduction

In order to study the transport and acceleration of plasma from the plasma sheet into the ring
current, it is necessarily to compare plasma populations over sufficiently large spatial and energy ranges. It is therefore important to test the relative agreement of the different instruments of
the Van Allen Probes as well as the agreement of Van Allen Probes measurements with those of
other satellites. We have performed a cross-calibration of three Van Allen Probes’ instruments,
the HOPE, RBSPICE and MAGEIS instruments as well as a cross-calibration of the HOPE instrument with Cluster/CODIF and THEMIS/ESA. The HOPE, CODIF and ESA instruments cover
approximately the same energy range. HOPE and CODIF both measure H+ , O+ and He+, while
ESA has only an "all ions" product. RBSPICE and MAGEIS measure ions at higher energies, with
only RBSPICE measuring ion composition. Since the plasmas are usually dominated by H+ , the
MAGEIS spectrum is compared with H+ from the other instruments.

A.2

CLUSTER - Van Allen Probes Comparisons

To perform a cross-calibration of the Van Allen Probes and Cluster spacecraft, we have identified
time periods when the satellites are in conjunction in L and MLT. However, the two spacecraft are
usually at different magnetic latitudes. To compensate for this, we have used pitch angle ranges
that correspond to the same equatorial range at the two spacecraft, so that they are measuring the
same part of phase space. Cluster is normally further from the equator than the Van Allen probes,
and so the pitch angle range that Cluster measures corresponds to a smaller range of equatorial
pitch angles than the Van Allen Probes observations, but in some cases the opposite is true. Our
procedure is to use the full pitch angle range of the spacecraft that is furthest from the equator, and
then set the pitch angle range of the other spacecraft data to match.
To match the pitch angle ranges, we have used a dipole approximation. For a dipole, the
magnetic field magnitude along the field line goes as:
(1 + 3sin2 λ)
cos6 λ
Where λ is the magnetic latitude. Conservation of magnetic moment during the particle bounce
motion gives us that
B = BEQ
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B
BEQ
where α is the particle pitch angle. Combining these equations, the equatorial pitch angle range
that corresponds to the local pitch angles can be determined.
Table 1 lists the time periods used, the locations of each spacecraft. Each time period is 10
minutes long. Table 2 gives the average MLAT used for the calculation, the local pitch angle range
used at each spacecraft, and the equivalent Equatorial pitch angle range.
sin2 α = sin2 α0

Table 1. Van Allen Probe / Cluster Conjunctions

A.2.1 H+ : HOPE, RBSPICE TOFxE, MAGEIS, CODIF
Figures A.1 through A.6 compare ion spectra during the conjunctions listed in tables 1 and
2. Each figure shows two plots. On the left is the differential flux (1/(cm2 − sr − eV /e)) vs
energy plot from the four instruments over the energy range 1 keV to 500 keV. While both CODIF
and HOPE measure below 1 keV, the statistics tend to be much worse in these cases, and so the
spectra become dominated by the 1-count level background rate. For this reason, we have limited
our comparisons to the higher energy range. In all cases we are using the pitch angle products
available as L3 data. For HOPE, we have used data after a correction to the pitch angle data
implemented Sept, 2014 (version 5.0.0 of the data). For RBSPICE, we are using version 1.1.7.
Only the TOFxE RBSPICE product is shown in these first plots, to allow better comparison of the
CODIF and HOPE spectra. For MAGEIS we are using version 4.3.0. The RBSPICE TOFxE and
MAGEIS products show good agreement except at the lowest energies where the MAGEIS fluxes
appear to be too high. HOPE and CODIF show spectra with similar shapes, but HOPE tends to be
low compared to both Cluster/CODIF and where it matches with the RBSPICE TOFxE product.
The plot on the right in each case shows the same time period with the HOPE flux multiplied by a
factor of three. While agreement is not perfect in all cases, the factor of 3 significantly improves
the agreement between CODIF, HOPE, and RBSPICE.
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Table 2. Van Allen Probe / Cluster Conjunctions (cont.)

Figure A.1: H+ differential flux vs energy comparison for RBSP-B. The panel on the right increases the HOPE flux by a factor of 3.
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Figure A.2: H+ differential flux vs energy comparison for RBSP-A. The panel on the right increases the HOPE flux by a factor of 3.

Figure A.3: H+ differential flux vs energy comparison for RBSP-B. The panel on the right increases the HOPE flux by a factor of 3.
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Figure A.4: H+ differential flux vs energy comparison for RBSP-B. The panel on the right increases the HOPE flux by a factor of 3.

Figure A.5: H+ differential flux vs energy comparison for RBSP-A. The panel on the right increases the HOPE flux by a factor of 3.
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Figure A.6: H+ differential flux vs energy comparison for RBSP-B. The panel on the right increases the HOPE flux by a factor of 3.
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A.2.2 H+ RBSPICE ToFxPH
Figures A.7 - A.12 show the previous plots with the RBSPICE TOFxPH product added. The
TOFxPH and TOFxE RBSPICE products generally show agreement where they meet. However,
the spectral shape is often very different than that of HOPE and CODIF, particularly at lower
energies. At the higher energies, the HOPE flux is consistently lower than that of the TOFxPH
data. The HOPE data with a factor of 3 shows better agreement, although the agreement is not
perfect.

Figure A.7: H+ differential flux vs energy comparison for RBSP-B. The panel on the right increases the HOPE flux by a factor of 3.
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Figure A.8: H+ differential flux vs energy comparison for RBSP-A. The panel on the right increases the HOPE flux by a factor of 3.

Figure A.9: H+ differential flux vs energy comparison for RBSP-B. The panel on the right increases the HOPE flux by a factor of 3.
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Figure A.10: H+ differential flux vs energy comparison for RBSP-B. The panel on the right increases the HOPE flux by a factor of 3.

Figure A.11: H+ differential flux vs energy comparison for RBSP-A. The panel on the right increases the HOPE flux by a factor of 3.
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Figure A.12: H+ differential flux vs energy comparison for RBSP-B. The panel on the right increases the HOPE flux by a factor of 3.
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A.2.3 HOPE CODIF O+ Comparison
Figures A.13 through A.18 show the comparisons for O+ . HOPE, CODIF, and both RBSPICE
products, TOFxPH and TOFxE. The TOFxPH product for O+ is generally not considered valid
except during a storm or other time with high fluxes. Unlike the H+ product, the TOFxPH and
TOFxE O+ products have no overlap in energy. Further, due to the steep slope of the spectra at
these energies, it is difficult to determine the relative agreement between instruments. Thus, the
main purpose of these plots is to compare the O+ fluxes from HOPE and CODIF.

Figure A.13: O+ differential flux comparison for RBSP-B. The panel on the right increases the
HOPE flux by a factor of 3.
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Figure A.14: O+ differential flux comparison for RBSP-A. The panel on the right increases the
HOPE flux by a factor of 3.

Figure A.15: O+ differential flux comparison for RBSP-B. The panel on the right increases the
HOPE flux by a factor of 3.
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Figure A.16: O+ differential flux comparison for RBSP-B. The panel on the right increases the
HOPE flux by a factor of 3.

Figure A.17: O+ differential flux comparison for RBSP-A. The panel on the right increases the
HOPE flux by a factor of 3.
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Figure A.18: O+ differential flux comparison for RBSP-B. The panel on the right increases the
HOPE flux by a factor of 3.
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A.3

Van Allen Probes Cross-Calibration With Themis

Since the plasma is usually dominated by H+ , the comparison between the HOPE H+ and ESA
ions products should be valid as long as the other ions fluxes are comparatively low. We have also
compared electron spectra for the two instruments. Since the ESA instrument suffers contamination by the radiation belts in the inner magnetosphere, we have limited our search to time periods
close to Van Allen Probes apogee, and during storm main phases where the radiation belts fluxes
are relatively low. Table 1 identifies the conjunction time periods used, where the Van Allen Probes
and THEMIS are very close in MLT, MLAT, and R.

Table 3. Van Allen Probe / THEMIS Conjunctions

A.3.1 Ions
During October-December 2013, the Themis orbits crossed the Van Allen Probes orbits very
close to Van Allen Probe apogee. Figure 1 shows an example orbit for a 2-hour time period around
the conjunction at 16:30 on 11/7/2013. The ion and electron energy spectrograms for this event are
shown in Figure 2, and the conjunction time period is indicated. We used the HOPE level 2 spin
averaged data and the THEMIS data from thm_part_load and them_part_products programs using
‘peir’ and ‘peer’ data types for ions and electrons respectively, with an output of
energy. The THEMIS programs are from the TDAS package and covert raw counts
to physical units with background subtraction. Figure 3 shows the ion line spectra for
the conjunction time. Because of background concerns and low statistics, we choose
to only show energies from 100eV and up. The spectra have been plotted twice. The
left shows the released data product. In the right panel, a factor of 3 has been applied
to the HOPE fluxes.
Figures A.21-A.27 show the comparison line spectra for the rest of the events listed in
Table 1. For most events the O+ fluxes are about an order magnitude lower than the
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Figure A.19: Orbit for the two hours around the conjunction time used for the comparison for
RBSP-A and THEMIS-D

H+ fluxes, and we compare the HOPE H+ product with the ESA ions. In figures 8 and
9 we see the HOPE O+ fluxes match or exceed the H+ fluxes for lower energies. Here,
though, we see the features in the O+ dominated flux around 1,000 eV match spectral
features in the THEMIS ion product. This feature suggests a factor of 3 is also needed
on the HOPE O+ , as was found in the comparison with Cluster/CODIF.
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Figure A.20: (Left) THEMIS-E ESA ion counts, THEMIS-E ESA ion energy flux, RBSP-B H+
energy flux, RBSP-B O+ energy flux. The time period of conjunction has been marked. (right)
THEMIS-E electron counts, THEMIS-E electron energy flux, HOPE-B electrons.
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Figure A.21: THEMIS ion product and HOPE H+ and O+ energy flux vs energy. The right panel
increases the HOPE fluxes by a factor of 3.

Figure A.22: THEMIS ion product and HOPE H+ and O+ energy flux vs energy. The right panel
increases the HOPE fluxes by a factor of 3.
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Figure A.23: THEMIS ion product and HOPE H+ and O+ energy flux vs energy. The right panel
increases the HOPE fluxes by a factor of 3.

Figure A.24: THEMIS ion product and HOPE H+ and O+ energy flux vs energy. The right panel
increases the HOPE fluxes by a factor of 3.
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Figure A.25: THEMIS ion product and HOPE H+ and O+ energy flux vs energy. The right panel
increases the HOPE fluxes by a factor of 3.

Figure A.26: THEMIS ion product and HOPE H+ and O+ energy flux vs energy. The right panel
increases the HOPE fluxes by a factor of 3.
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Figure A.27: THEMIS ion product and HOPE H+ and O+ energy flux vs energy. The right panel
increases the HOPE fluxes by a factor of 3.
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A.3.2

Electrons

Using the same data products, we have also done a comparison of electron fluxes. In
figures A.28-A.34 we have the spectra in the same format with a factor of 3 applied to
the HOPE fluxes in the right panel. Here we find that the electron fluxes match well
without any factor added. We also see the best agreement at higher energies.

Figure A.28: Electron energy flux vs energy for THEMIS and HOPE. The right panel increases
the HOPE flux by a factor of 3.
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Figure A.29: Electron energy flux vs energy for THEMIS and HOPE. The right panel increases
the HOPE flux by a factor of 3.

Figure A.30: Electron energy flux vs energy for THEMIS and HOPE. The right panel increases
the HOPE flux by a factor of 3.
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Figure A.31: Electron energy flux vs energy for THEMIS and HOPE. The right panel increases
the HOPE flux by a factor of 3.

Figure A.32: Electron energy flux vs energy for THEMIS and HOPE. The right panel increases
the HOPE flux by a factor of 3.
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Figure A.33: Electron energy flux vs energy for THEMIS and HOPE. The right panel increases
the HOPE flux by a factor of 3.

Figure A.34: Electron energy flux vs energy for THEMIS and HOPE. The right panel increases
the HOPE flux by a factor of 3.
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A.4

Conclusions

We have compared the energy spectra of Van Allen Probes’ HOPE, RBSPICE, and
MAGEIS instruments. Further, we have compared HOPE fluxes with Cluster/CODIF
and THEMIS/ESA fluxes. We have found a consistent picture with each comparison,
that the H+ dominated HOPE data are low and match the RBSPICE, ESA, and CODIF
ion data when multiplied by a factor of 3. Comparison of the HOPE O+ data with
CODIF O+ and an O+ dominant feature in the ESA data suggests that the factor of 3
is required of the O+ too. The comparison of HOPE and ESA electron data show good
agreement with no adjustment.
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APPENDIX B
DRIFT SIMULATION

For the simulation in this dissertation, we calculated the drift paths using a dipole
field and with an assumption that the changes in the electric and magnetic field are
slow compared to the ion gyroperiod. With these assumptions, the adiabatic transport
follows the following drift equation for a 90 ° particle.
vD =

B
× (∇Φc + ∇Φco + ∇Φgc )
B2

Because the form of the gradient and corotation drifts does not change in the inner
magnetosphere, the free parameter for the simulation is the convection field. In this
dissertation, we use three different electric field models to describe the convection
electric field.

B.1

Electric Field Models

The Kp dependent Volland-Stern model developed by Maynard and Chen (1975) solves
for the electric potential via the equation
Φc = Arγ sin(φ − φo )
2
where A = 0.045/(1 − 0.159Kp + 0.0093Kp2 )3 (kV /RE
) , γ is the shielding factor,
and φo is a free parameter for an azimuthal offset. In this work we use a shielding
factor of 2 and both a field with no azimuthal offset and a 2-hour offset found to better
reproduce observed spectra by Kistler et al. (1989)

The Weimer 96 model Weimer (1996) is an extension of the work done in Weimer
(1995) to model the electric potential variations in the ionosphere as a function of IMF
angle in the GSM Y-Z plane. The work was done by compiling measurements of the
electric with the vector electric field instrument (VEFI) on the Dynamics Explorer 2
(DE-2) satellite using 2879 usable polar orbits between August 1981 and March 1983.
The model was created with a best-fit spherical expansion of the data of the form
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Φ(θ, φ) =

in(l,3)
8 MX
X
l=0

m=0

s
Alm

2l + 1 (l − m)! m
Pl (cosθ)eimφ
4π (l + m)!

Figure B.1 shows example potentials for different orientations of the IMF.

Figure B.1: Averaged ionospheric potentials for
different orientations of the IMF. From Weimer
(1996)

In the simulation the potential from the ionosphere is mapped to the inner magnetosphere using a dipole field. For a given L-shell in the inner magnetosphere, the
ionospheric latitude, λ, from which to determine the potential can be calculated as
r
λ = arccos(

1
)
L

The UNH-IMEF model (Matsui et al., 2008, 2013) is an inner magnetosphere electric
field model. The model uses equatorial electric field data from the C1 and C3 Cluster
satellites between February 2001 and December 2005. Because the Cluster spacecraft
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did not measure the electric field below L = 4, data from the DE-2 satellite was used to
extend the coverage of the model down to L = 2. In all, the model provides an electric
potential for L = 2-10 parameterized by the strength of the Interplanetary Electric Field
(IEF). The IEF is defined as
q
IEF = V By2 + Bz2 sin2 (θ/2)
where By and Bz are the Y and Z components of the interplanetary magnetic field
(IMF) in the GSM coordinate system, and θ is the IMF clock angle defined as θ =
tan− 1(By /Bz ). Seven inner magnetosphere potential patterns were derived for ranges
of IEF values. Although the maximum accepted IEF value is ∼ 16, there are no further
potential patterns for IEF > 5. This is due to the lack of data for such disturbed time
periods makes it difficult to obtain sufficient statistics. Figure B.2 below shows the
potential patterns for several different IEF values.

Figure B.2: Inner magnetosphere potentials for
different IEF values. From Matsui et al. (2008)
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B.2

The Runge-Kutta Method

The simulation calculates drift paths based on the spatial and time-dependent electric
fields for a time step of one minute. By using a negative time step, the trajectories are
backwards traced from a given location of a Van Allen Probes measurement and are
traced until the particle reaches a prescribed boundary (night side plasma sheet) or the
particle has been drifting for a maximum allowed time (12-24 hrs).
Because of the error in a Euler method, the simulation uses a second-order RungeKutta (R2) method. A Taylor series expansion of a particles’ movement in r(ρ, φ)
r(tn+1 ) = r(tn ) + h

h2 d2 r
dr
|tn +
|t + O(h3 )...
dt
2 dt2 n

To simplify, we can define v(ρ, φ, t) = dr/dt.
We can express the second order term of the Taylor expansion as
d2 r
dv
δv δv δr
δv
δv
=
=
+
=
+
v
dt2
dt
δt
δr δt
δt
δr
The Taylor expansion can now be expressed as
rn+1 = rn + hv(r,n φn , tn ) +

h2  δv
δv 
+v
|t + O(h3 )
2 δt
δr n

For a time step h, we can express r(tn+1 ) as



r(tn+1 ) = r0 +avr (r0 , φ0 , t0 )+bvr (r0 +α, φ0 +β, t0 +γ) r̂+ φ0 +cvφ (r0 , φ0 , t0 ))+dvφ (r0 +α, φ0 +β, t0 +γ)
By expanding this equation, and comparing equivalent terms of the Taylor expansion,
an approximation of a particle’s motion for a time step h can be expressed as
rn+1 = rn + hk
φn+1 = φn + hl
For the first order approximation, k = k1 = vr (rn , φn , tn ) and l = l1 = vφ (rn , φn , tn ),
which results in the Euler approximation. For a second order approximation
k = 21 (k1 + k2 )
l = 12 (l1 + l2 )
where
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k2 = vr (rn + 12 hk1 , φn + 21 hl1 , tn + 12 h)
l2 = vφ (rn + 12 hk1 , φn + 21 hl1 , tn + 12 h)
Thus, the drift paths are calculated using a second-order Runge-Kutta method with a
half time-step, 12 h, as
h
rn+1 = rn + (k1 + k2 )
2
h
φn+1 = φn + (l1 + l2 )
2
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B.3

Charge Exchange

Along our simulated drift paths, we calculate the loss due to charge exchange using
cross sections from Smith and Bewtra (1978), shown below in figure B.3.

Figure B.3: H+ and O+ cross sections for charge exchange loss with H. From Smith and Bewtra
(1978)

With these cross sections, the normalized lifetimes of the ion species can be calculated,
shown in figure B.4. Here, we can see that H+ has a much shorter lifetime than O+ for
energies below 40 keV.
The lifetime of a particle due to charge exchange decay is
τ=

1
nσv

where n is is the neutral hydrogen density and σ is the species charge exchange cross
section. For each time step, as a particle moves with velocity v, the remaining particle
flux as a function of the flux at the beginning of the time step is
f = fo et/τ
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Figure B.4: Normalized charge exchange lifetimes in s/cm3 . From Smith and Bewtra (1978)
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For a particle that takes k steps of length t through the simulation, the ratio of the
initial flux in the source region to the final flux at the spacecraft location is thus
Pk
f
= ekt 0 (nk σk vk )
fo

Thus as the simulation progresses, at each step we save the particle’s charge exchange
cross section, the neutral hydrogen density, and the particle velocity, and use the sum
to calculate the total charge exchange loss. For our neutral hydrogen density we use
Hodges (1994), a model based on Monte Carlo simulations of the exosphere taking
into account solar cycle, seasonal, and MLT variations.
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